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Abstract
This thesis aims to understand how quantum-coherent phenomena in solids are
affected by the presence of boundaries, disorder, and classical noise.
First, we consider surface states in Dirac materials. We show that these systems
can host ballistically propagating modes that are immune, to a large extent, to disorder at boundaries. Furthermore, in contrast to the conventional Tamm-Shockley
states, Dirac surface states exist for generic boundaries, regardless of the boundary
conditions specifics. Because of the robustness of surface states and their insensitivity to disorder, their contribution to transport dominates over the bulk contribution
when the number of carriers is low enough. Our analysis was motivated by recent experimental observation pointing to existence of surface states propagating ballistically
along imperfect boundaries.
Second, we study quantum-coherent transport in the presence of strong classical
noise. Noise usually plays a nemesis to quantum coherence; we find, however, that
it can also result in new dynamical effects that are absent in noiseless isolated systems. In particular, at certain lengthscales, noise may lead to new collective behavior
that involves the formation of vortices and Poiseuille flows. It is surprising that a
quantum-coherent system can mimic the behaviors usually associated with hydrodynamic transport. We provide a detailed microscopic analysis of these phenomena and
derive an equation describing such quasi-viscous flows. Our prediction of environmentally induced quasi-viscosity suggests new possible transport regimes accessible
in solid-state devices, cold atomic systems, and photonic quantum simulators.
Third, we study the stability of topological phases in strongly disordered periodically driven Floquet systems. Since the conventionally used perturbative expansions
are insufficient in the presence of strong disorder, we are led to develop an approximate non-perturbative scheme, which is then applied to disordered Floquet systems
driven at low frequency. We employ methods from the free probability theory to
predict the bandgap in Floquet topological phases and to explore a disorder-induced
gap-closing phase transition. Our analysis predicts the critical disorder value and critical exponents at the transition. The estimated critical disorder strength can be by
order of magnitude larger than the bandgap, pointing to the extraordinary stability
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of topological phases in realistic experimental settings.
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Introduction
This thesis studies new phenomena and regimes that can be realized in modern
materials and artificial quantum systems. Chapter 1 describes the occurrence of robust non-topological surface states in Dirac materials. Chapter 2 presents a finding of
quasi-hydrodynamic motion of non-interacting quantum particles subject to dephasing. Chapter 3 describes a new technique for studying the spectrum of disordered
periodically driven isolated quantum systems, and its application to gap-closing phase
transitions in such systems.

Dirac materials and Dirac surface states
In 1928 Dirac proposed the first successful reconciliation of special relativity and
quantum mechanics, and introduced the Dirac equation [1]. This discovery was preceded by several attempts to construct a quantum relativistic description of an electron; however none of these attempts satisfied the probabilistic interpretation of the
wave function requiring the equation of motion to be the first order time derivative.
Dirac found an elegant solution by constructing an equation containing 4 x 4 complex matrices, referred to today as gamma matrices. The electron in Dirac theory
is described by a four-component wavefunction, and thus has a few internal discrete
degrees of freedom (spin and charge). This discovery led to understanding of the
concepts of spin and antimatter, and has facilitated the invention of quantum field
theory.
In condensed matter physics, electrons are non-relativistic, therefore one might
navely expect the Dirac equation to be irrelevant. Nevertheless, the Dirac theory
does find applications in describing electrons in solids. For example, the periodic
potential of atoms in crystal lattices may affect the dynamics of electrons in such a
way that their resulting propagation resembles the dynamics of relativistic particles.
Although the velocity of the electrons is much smaller than the speed of light, the
structure of the equations governing their behavior is equivalent to the one invented
17

by Dirac. Excitations with Dirac spectrum can also be present in superconductors
and superfluids [2]. Materials described by quasi-relativistic excitations are frequently
referred to as Dirac materials [3].
Dirac materials have recently come into focus due to a list of interesting properties. For example, semimetals with Dirac spectrum have tunable density and recordhigh mobility of charge carriers. The latter property makes some Dirac materials a
promising platform for electronic wave optics [4]. Additionally, Dirac materials exhibit universal minimum conductivity, which is independent of the density of charged
impurities and is expressed in terms of fundamental physical constants [5]. Also,
a magnetic field applied to Dirac electrons leads to a new type of integer quantum
Hall effect observable even at room temperature [6]. Furthermore, strain in Dirac
materials can generate large artificial pseudo-magnetic fields, which also affect charge
carrier dynamics [7]. Finally, Dirac electrons in solids are also interesting because
they can help test the predictions of relativistic theories without expensive particle
accelerators.
The most prominent Dirac material is monolayer graphene [8], which has become
a testbed for many unusual phenomena. Graphene is one of the forms of crystalline
carbon, along with diamond and graphite; its two dimensional atomic structure forms
a hexagonal lattice. The Dirac spectrum of low-energy excitations originates from the
nearest-neighbor tight-binding model on the lattice, a model known to predict the
band structure of graphene monolayer with high accuracy. The spinor nature of the
carriers in graphene originates from the presence of two sublattices, A and B. Also, the
Brillouin zone has two non-equivalent points where the energy vanishes, denoted as K
and K' valleys. The spectrum of electrons near these two points forms a Dirac cone,
therefore these degrees of freedom (sublattice and valley) constitute a 4-component
spinor describing Dirac electronic modes with zero mass.
Previous studies [9] have revealed that the edges of graphene easily confine electrons and may exhibit propagating edge modes. However, the conditions of their
occurrence non-trivially depend on the boundary configuration. There are two frequently discussed graphene edge types, zigzag and armchair. These types differ in the
geometry of lattice termination and have different combinations of edge sites of sublattice A and sublattice B. The armchair edge configuration has no edge modes. The
zigzag edge, in contrast, is known to support surface states forming a flat band [10].
Previous studies indicated that such surface states are protected from weak disorder
[11], however they are always localized and, therefore, make zero contribution to the
transport at the edge. In Chapter 1 we demonstrate that the graphene boundaries are
18

not limited to the two types described above. Moreover, a realistic edge of graphene
is expected to obey more general boundary conditions described by two independent
real parameters. In contrast to zigzag or armchair edges, generic boundaries almost
surely support robust wavelike states propagating along the boundaries of graphene,
as well as any other 2D or 3D Dirac material. We describe a general mechanism that
produces propagating surface modes with energies near the bulk band crossing. These
surface modes are immune to external perturbations and surface disorder. We define
these states as Dirac surface states in the general framework of 3D Dirac materials.
The notion of Dirac surface states has considerable history. Dirac surface states
arise in diverse fields, from high-energy physics to solid states physics. Early work
on Dirac surface states in periodic potentials dates back to the 1960s, and has led to
exciting developments in nuclear physics and particle physics such as the celebrated
MIT bag model and neutrino billiards in the 1980s. While many essential aspects of
these states have been explored for atomically clean boundaries, the ease with which
Dirac surface states emerge and their ubiquitous character have remained largely
unnoticed. In Chapter 1, we discuss the mechanism underlying the universality of
Dirac surface states and address fundamental properties such as robustness, stability,
and immunity to disorder.
Another interesting aspect is that Dirac surface states can be compared with
boundary states in topological materials. Despite not being protected by topology,
Dirac surface states are robust and propagate almost ballistically despite the presence
of surface disorder. For example, we estimate the typical mean free path of surface
states in graphene to be on the order of microns for generic boundaries. Such a large
mean free path makes Dirac surface states comparable to topologically protected
states in experimental settings. Moreover, it is possible to tune the dispersion of the
surface states with external gates attached in parallel to the boundary. Changing
local chemical potential leads to a variety of different regimes, including flat bands
and linear crossings within the bulk bandgap. Finally, Dirac surface states provide a
natural explanation for anomalous long-range edge transport recently observed in a
variety of Dirac materials in both topological and non-topological phases [12-15].

Open quantum systems and quasi-viscosity
In Chapter 2 we consider transport in phase-coherent systems frequently referred
to as mesoscopic systems [16, 17]. This term refers to microstructures in which the
phase of the wave function of single charge or spin carriers remains coherent (or almost
19

coherent) across the system of interest. The charge, spin, and thermal conductivity in
mesoscopic systems differs drastically from the corresponding quantities in sufficiently
larger samples. The source of this discrepancy is quantum nature of carriers in solids.
Examples include quantum mechanical wavelike propagation of charge carriers at distances comparable to system size which results in a universal quantized conductance
expressed in terms of electron charge and Planck constant. In the case of heat transfer, ballistic heat propagation replaces the typical diffusion of temperature at short
distances as a result of coherent dynamics [181. These phenomena have a number of
applications in detecting properties of carriers, and they have many potential uses in
mesoscale quantum electronics [19].
The observation of quantum-coherent transport phenomena is hindered by the
coupling of the system to a noisy environment such as phonons. This unavoidable
interaction generates system-environment correlations and leads to an irrevertable
loss of quantum coherence [20, 21]. Thus, observing quantum transport commonly
requires minimizing the environment action. There are known cases, however, when
the presence of an environment is essential for observing certain quantum transport phenomena. Some examples where the environment is important are systems
with effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [22] and thermal delocalization in organic
molecular systems [23-26]. Such environment-assisted quantum phenomena typically
arise in an intermediate regime where the decoherence is neither too strong nor too
weak, a manifestation of what is sometimes referred to as the "Goldilocks effect" [271.
In Chapter 2, we study a new example of the dynamical quantum effect, environmentally induced quantum viscosity, which arises from the competition between
coherent quantum dynamics and the dephasing processes. We use a specific model to
demonstrate that, even for a single quantum particle subject to dephasing, the probability current may exhibit dynamics similar to the behavior of viscous fluid. Instead
of being induced by interaction with other particles, as in conventional hydrodynamics, environmentally induced quantum viscosity arises from the interplay between
wavelike, ballistic behavior of quantum transport, and a decohering environment. We
apply our theory to different sample geometries and show that in a particular range
of dephasing rates, this fluid-like behavior leads to a vortex formation and Poiseuille
flow, the signatures of hydrodynamic behavior detectable in transport experiments.
At this point, it is instructive to compare the behavior of such dissipative noninteracting or single particle quantum systems to classical fluid dynamics [28, 29].
The fluid-dynamic regime arises in strongly interacting systems if frequent mutual
collisions of charge carriers or heat carriers preserve the total energy and the vector
20

of total momentum (so called normal or N-processes) [30, 31]. These additional conservation laws allow classical electrical current in clean systems to persist regardless of
applied external potential. The current persistence leads to the presence of non-local
response and vorticity in certain system geometries [32, 33]. Additionally, this hydrodynamic type of motion has several additional signatures detectable in experiments
such as second sound [34, 35] and non-monotonic dependence of resistance on temperature (Gurzhi effect) [36, 37]. First observed in low temperature solid helium [38],
hydrodynamic effects for charge and heat carriers have recently been confirmed in
mesoscopic wires and films 139-42], graphene [43-46], and systems of cold atoms [47].
Fluid dynamics is also naturally successful in describing hot nuclear matter [48, 49].
As we show below, the methods developed to detect hydrodynamic transport should
work equally well to reveal the non-local effects in systems of non-interacting particles
with the environment-induced decoherence.
To examine the physical properties of a decoherence process, we model it by a
local classical noise applied to a gas of free quantum particles [50, 51]. In this model,
the long-distance quantum correlations in the system are suppressed, and quantum
interference vanishes at distances larger than the mean free path. This approximation
makes it feasible to use a contracted system representation described in terms of local
quantities such as probability density and current density. As we show below, the
presence of short-lived quantum correlations, in this case, leads to corrections to the
equations of motion. In the secular approximation, these corrections resemble the
viscosity terms in the Navier-Stokes equation. The origin of these terms is related
to a Huygens-Fresnel type interference from only neighboring points of wavefront
resulting in a local equilibration in the group velocity of the single-particle wave
function. As a result, the quantum corrections lead to an emergence of vorticity in
that single-particle wave function, and to a non-local response to the external field.
This effect is most evident when the mean free path is comparable with the size of
the system.
The regime we study in Chapter 2 has several potential realizations for the transport of charge carriers in solids and acoustic phonons. In this case, the role of dephasing acting on the carriers is played by inelastic scattering processes breaking quasimomentum conservation (R-processes) such as phonon scattering, disorder-assisted
collisions, Umklapp scattering, etc. For weak dephasing, the carrier dynamics can be
approximated by the ballistic propagation of plane waves or, alternatively, quantum
random walks [52]. By contrast, high dephasing leads to classical random walk dynamics such as the dynamics underlying charge diffusion. When parameters such as
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temperature and system size are varied, the system can transition into the intermediate regime between the ballistic and diffusive regimes, where environmentally assisted
quantum viscosity effects play a significant role and lead to the quasi-hydrodynamic
behavior.
We show that the dephasing-assisted transport predicts results that are surprisingly similar to fluid mechanics for non-local response in several types of sample
geometry. In particular, we study the flow between two parallel surfaces with no-slip
boundary conditions [53] and 2D current flow between two narrow leads [321 where the
non-local response is typically considered a direct manifestation of collective transport. At the same time, these phenomena differ in an important way. As mentioned
before, the hydrodynamic equations are purely classical and require strong interactions between particles. By contrast, dephasing-assisted viscous transport relies on
dephasing rates in the intermediate Goldilocks regime, and is characterized by quantum coherence preserved at a scale much smaller than the quasiclassical mean free
path.
In the second part of Chapter 2, we look for a broader class of problems where
the environment can also mimic the presence of interactions. As an example, we consider a phenomenological open system-inspired model approximating the dynamics
of local observables in highly disordered isolated many-body systems. In comparison
to the main part of Chapter 2, this section uses a non-Markovian quantum dynamics. The key result is a simple toy model that mimics the transport properties of
strongly interacting systems, with polynomial computational resources. The goal of
this phenomenological model is to study the mechanisms of ergodicity breaking.

Free probability theory in application to Floquet systems
Time-periodic driving is a standard tool for coherent manipulation of the state
of small quantum systems [54]. The main idea behind this approach is to set the
driving field in such a way that at stroboscopic times (times separated by one period)
the evolution mimics another static system. In the literature, such systems of many
atoms (or qubits) are frequently referred to as Floquet systems or Floquet phases

[55].

The extraordinary ability of periodic drive to control the different dynamical
regimes was first demonstrated using classical models of the Kapitza pendulum [56]
and kicked rotor [57]. These examples demonstrate the appearance of new equilibrium
points and integrability-to-chaos transitions when the parameters of a periodic field
change. Later studies of periodic driving revealed the existence of a kaleidoscope of
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time-limited quantum effects such as dynamical localization and controlled quantum
phase transitions, as well as observing strong artificial magnetic fields and non-zero
Chern numbers [58-62]. Since then the periodic driving has been used as a flexible
experimental knob to realize new phases of matter [55, 63].
After the period of study of translationally-invariant systems, the problem of static
disorder in Floquet system attracted a lot of attention since the theoretical prediction of the phenomenon of many-body localization [64, 65]. In a nutshell, localization
effects generated by strong static disorder in isolated quantum systems prevent them
from reaching thermal equilibrium. This mechanism opens the possibility for observing long-living non-equilibrium Floquet phases in artificial isolated systems such as
cold atoms or trapped ions166]. The occurrence of many-body localization in realistic
quantum systems remains a subject of longstanding debate [67-69]. But localized or
not, strongly disordered Floquet systems nonetheless show slow energy absorption,
making Floquet-engineered phases observable for sufficiently long times [70].
In the context of slow thermalization, the question of which Floquet phases can
be realized in the presence of strong disorder is tantalizing. Although small lowdimensional systems can be always simulated on a computer [71-73], it is very difficult
to provide rigorous analytical arguments for thermodynamically large systems, even
without including effects of many-body interactions. In some cases in the limit of high
driving frequency and weak disorder one can use perturbation theory, however many
current realizations operate outside these limits [74-76]. In particular, this raises
the following questions that we try to answer in this work: Are Floquet topological
phases preserved under finite frequency and strong disorder? If there is a disorderinduced transition into a trivial phase, can one quantify the critical point in the
thermodynamic limit?
In Chapter 3, we explore a new method that allows to find an analytic solution approximating the spectra of disordered Floquet systems. This method is based
on free probability theory (FPT). In the broader context FPT extends conventional
probability theory to the setting in which the random variables do not commute.
The canonical examples of such random variables are Hermitian random matrices, so
FPT is useful for analyzing Hamiltonians in quantum mechanics. Since its discovery
in the 1980s, FPT has been mainly a sub-field of pure mathematics. However, in
recent times, it has been distilled for applications and shown to have potential for a
wide set of problems of applied interest (see [77] for details and an overview of applied FPT). Approximating both clean Floquet Hamiltonian and disorder corrections
as freely independent variables allows us directly to derive the density of disordered
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system quasienergies solving the problem of the spectral gap. Comparing our analytic solution to exact numerical simulations for non-interacting 1D and 2D systems
demonstrates the high precision of our approach.
One of the most important achievements of the FPT approach is an expression
for the spectral gap and the critical disorder for disorder-induced phase transitions.
In particular, this method allows us to show that the scaling of critical disorder
is Ac ~ VAI, where A is the gap value and I' is the bandwidth of the system.
Therefore, unlike at equilibrium, in periodically driven narrowly gapped systems the
critical disorder values substantially exceed the spectral gap of the clean system. In
general, we establish the free probability method as a useful tool for obtaining the
spectrum of various disordered problems in the non-perturbative regime.
In summary, this thesis shows how the interplay between coherence, noise, and
disorder in single and multi-particle quantum systems can lead to a rich and sometimes
unexpected range of phenomena.
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Chapter 1
Robustness of Dirac surface states
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1.1

Types of surface states:

topological and non-

topological
Surface states and the mechanisms allowing them to propagate along crystal
boundaries - the topics of long-standing interest of the theory of solids - acquired a

new dimension with the advent of topological materials [2, 78]. In these materials,
robust surface states are made possible by the nontrivial topology of the bulk bands
[78, 79]. Here we outline a different mechanism leading to robust surface states, realized in solids with Dirac bands that mimic relativistic particles near band crossings
[2]. In this scenario robust surface states originate from unusual scattering properties
of Dirac particles, occurring for generic boundary conditions at the crystal boundary.
As we will see, since this mechanism does not rely on band topology, it can lead to
robust surface states in solids with either topological or non-topological bulk band
dispersion. The surface states exist for either gapless or narrow-gapped Dirac bulk
bands. Furthermore, these states are, to some degree, immune to surface disorder.
Namely, as discussed below, surface modes can propagate coherently by diffracting
around surface disorder through system bulk. This diffraction behavior suppresses
backscattering and results in exceptionally long mean free paths. Since Dirac surface
states require neither special topological properties of the band structure nor special symmetry, they are more generic than the topological surface states. As such,
these states can shed light on recent observations of edge transport in non-topological
materials.
Indeed, it is often taken for granted that observation of edge transport signals
nontrivial band topology [80-83]. However, recent experiments on semiconducting
structures, where tunable band inversion enables switching between topological and
non-topological phases, indicate that current-carrying edge modes can appear regardless of the band topology [12-15]. One piece of evidence comes from transport
and scanning measurements in InAs/GaSb, which indicate that helical edge channels
survive switching from a topological to a trivial band structure [12]. Additionally,
Refs. [13] and [14] report an unexpectedly weak dependence of edge transport on
the in-plane magnetic field. Namely, it is found that the edge transport is observed
even when Zeeman splitting is considerably larger than the spin-orbit splitting, i.e.,
in the non-topological regime. Similar behavior is observed in HgTe devices [15].
Furthermore, recently, several groups have used Josephson interferometry to image
long-range edge currents in graphene, a signature non-topological material [84-88].
These observations point to the existence of robust non-topological surface states.
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(A and B) Phase diagrams for Dirac surface states (A) and TammFigure 1.1:
Shockley surface states (B) as a function of parameters that control boundary conditions. Dirac surface states occur in the entire parameter space except for a subset of
measure zero (black lines) and are therefore generic. In contrast, the Tamm-Shockley
surface states appear upon fine tuning, occurring in a relatively small region of the
parameter space, whereas most of phase space is incompatible with surface states.
Different types of Dirac surface bands, shown in C, correspond to regions of different
color (purple, blue, and pink) in A and B. For a detailed discussion see main text.
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As we will see, the Dirac surface states can arise naturally due to strong coupling
of electronic waves to generic boundaries. Namely, the phase shifts of waves in the
bulk that scatter off the surface have a strong energy dependence near the Dirac
point where the particle and antiparticle bands cross (or nearly cross). The energy
dependence of phase shifts, as always, leads to the formation of states behaving as
plane waves confined to the surface and decaying into the material bulk as evanescent
waves. The formation of these states is governed by a mechanism that resembles
the seminal Jackiw-Rebbi (JR) theory [89] for the states formed at the domain walls
separating regions with sign-changing Dirac mass. Unlike the JR problem, however,
the Dirac surface states do not have a topological character; i.e., in general they are
not protected by topological invariants. Nevertheless, these states are robust and form
surface modes with the energies near the Dirac crossing of bulk bands (see Fig.1.1C).
The diffraction-based mechanism that suppresses backscattering and makes the
Dirac surface states insensitive to surface disorder has an interesting analogy with the
properties of the high-mobility electron gas realized in GaAs/AlAs quantum wells. In
these systems an exceptionally high mobility could be achieved by adjusting the well
width to reduce the overlap of the carrier scattering at the surface disorder. Scattering
suppression through this mechanism results in a dramatic increase of the mean free
path, growing rapidly vs. the well width, f ~ w ith large n [90]. Recently in wide
quantum wells mobilities exceeding 107 cm2 /V s were demonstrated [91]. Likewise,

Dirac surface states, being nontopological, are, in principle, susceptible to disorder.
However, the large width of Dirac surface states (arising due to their slow decay into
the bulk) can strongly reduce their overlap with the atomic-scale disorder at the surface and make them effectively immune to surface scattering. In this regime, in direct
analogy with the carriers in wide quantum wells, the surface states can propagate
coherently by diffracting around surface disorder. This remarkable behavior is discussed in detail below. We will see that, while Dirac surface states may be gapped
(Fig. 1.1) and are generally not immune to the bulk disorder, their decoupling from
the surface disorder can suppress backscattering and enable large mean free paths
already for moderately clean materials. This property also weakens the dependence
of these states on the details of the surface structure.
At this point it is instructive to compare Dirac surface states to the well-known
Tamm-Shockley states. These are nontopological states residing inside the bandgap
that governs surface physics of many semiconductors. The Tamm-Shockley states
form a surface band that splits off the bandgap edge upon varying the surface potential. The existence of these states depends on the details of the crystal structure near
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the surface, which makes them nonuniversal and less robust than the Dirac surface
states (see the next section). Indeed, unlike the Dirac states, they require fine tuning
and are present only in a part of parameter space (Fig. 1.1B). Further, since these
states are typically confined to the surface on the scale of a few lattice constants, they
are sensitive to surface disorder potential and, unlike Dirac surface states, are easily
localized by the disorder.
Dirac surface states arise in diverse fields, from high-energy to solid-states physics.
Early work on Dirac surface states in a periodic potential dates back to the 1960s
[92, 93]. These studies have led to interesting developments in nuclear and particle
physics such as the MIT bag model and neutrino billiards [94-97]. Recently, the
interest in this problem has been renewed with the advent of graphene and other Dirac
materials [9, 98]. However, while a number of important aspects of these states have
been explored for atomically clean boundaries [99-102], the ease with which Dirac
surface states emerge, as well as their ubiquitous character, has remained unnoticed.
Below we discuss the mechanism underlying this behavior and address the key properties such as robustness, stability, and immunity to disorder. Our work complements
recent studies of topological semimetals [103].

1.2

The Tamm-Shockley surface states

The Tamm-Shockley (TS) states are electronic states confined near crystal boundaries of semiconductors [104]. These states can occur only for crystal boundaries
satisfying specific conditions. When the TS states exist they are typically localized
within an atomically thin layer near the surface. We illustrate this behavior with a
simple model: the nonrelativistic Schr6dinger equation with a periodic potential that
depends on the coordinate perpendicular to the surface:
V 2 V + 2m (E - U()>)

= 0,

(1.1)

where V = (02, B,o2) is the gradient operator, E and m are particle energy and
effective mass. For simplicity, we take the crystal lattice potential to be constant
along the surface. We consider a semi-infinite crystal with the boundary placed at
x = 0, and approximate the potential U(x) dependence on the coordinate normal to
the boundary by a periodic Dirac comb potential inside the solid, at x > 0, and a
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constant work function potential outside, at x < 0:

U(x)

= { E V(x an) x > 0 n = 1, 2,3...
(1.2)
x < 0,
Uo

where a is a lattice spacing, V > 0 is the delta function amplitude, and Uo > 0 is the
work function for the material [1051.
Below, without loss of generality, we consider states with zero momentum component along the surface, ky = kz = 0. The dependence on ky and kz can be absorbed
in the energy by a shift E - E - (k-2 + k2)/2m.
The solution for Eq. (1.1) with the potential given in Eq. (1.2) can be obtained
separately for positive and negative x, and then combined together, accounting for
wavefunction continuity at x = 0. In the region x < 0 the solution with energy E < Uo
is
41(x)

=

A 1 exp(,x),

K = V/2m(Uo- e),

(1.3)

where A 1 is a complex parameter.
In the region x > 0 the system is described by Bloch wavefunction b2 (x) with a
Bloch wavenumber k, satisfying02(x+a) = eika 2 (x). For the Dirac comb potential,
Bloch theorem leads to a condition connecting the wavenumber and the energy (see
Refs. [106, 107] for details):
cos ka = p

sin ga
(a

+ cos a

(1.4)

where p = amV, and = V2m. When the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is smaller
or equal to one, E represents energy of a plane wave with wavenumber k. When
the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) is greater than one, solutions correspond to complex
k = ip+n7r, with p real and n integer. For infinite crystal, the energies with complex
k give no physical solutions and lie in a band gap. However, in the case of a semiinfinite crystal x > 0, solutions with p > 0 describe confined states at the boundary.
Let us focus on the latter case and consider the solution in the first cell 0 < x < a
[106, 107]:
1 - e--i+k-4).
(x) =A2(ei+ eZ), /3= ~-1- e-i(k+ )a
(1.5)
where A 2 is a complex parameter. Here the expression for / is found by using the
Bloch condition and matching the wavefunction values in the first and second unit
cells.
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The continuity condition at the boundary x

0 leads to a pair of equations for

the parameters A 1 and A 2 :
= V)2(0) :A1,

d
d
-01
=-2
:
dx
x=o dx
xLo

A2(1 + #)

(1.6)

iA 2 (1-

Air

(

01(0)

These linear equations have a non-zero solution when the corresponding determinant
vanishes, giving
e~ain =

g

sina + cos a

2

(1.7)

a

where q= V2mUo.

Another constraint for the parameters p and
in Eq. (1.4), which gives

is obtained by plugging k = ip+n7r

sin ga

(-1) cosh pa =p s

+

a

cos a.

(1.8)

Subtracting (1.7) from this expression gives a relation
(--1) sinh pa = (p -

q

_

2

)i

.na

(1.9)

Comparing to Eq. (1.8) we see that, since cosh(pa) > 1, the sign of sin( a)/ a for
any solution coincides with (-l)n. Therefore, a solution confined to the boundary,
described by p > 0, exists only when p > Nq 2 - 2in Eq. (1.9). This condition can
be satisfied provided that p > q. In terms of the parameters of the Hamiltonian, the
existence condition is written as
1

V >

Uo.

(1.10)

The phase diagram obtained from Eq. (1.10) is shown in Fig.1.1B. In this figure the
following notations are used: t = V/a, Jo = 2/ma 2 . If the condition in Eq. (1.10) is
not fulfilled, the TS states do not exist.
This example illustrates that for carriers in a single Bloch band the existence of
surface states requires fine tuning of the crystal lattice parameters. As we see in the
next few sections, the situation is quite different for a Dirac band (i.e. two Bloch
bands with a narrowly avoided crossing). In this case surface states appear in a
generic manner.
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1.3

Dirac surface states: general theory

We study the class of materials which low-energy excitations are almost massless
(relativistic) Dirac particles, the spectrum drastically different from conventional materials where low-energy excitations obey regular quadratic Schr6dinger Hamiltonian
Eq.(1.1). This emergent phenomenon in condensed matter systems defines a unifying framework for a class of materials referred as Dirac materials. As we mentioned
in Introduction, the low-energy excitation of non-interacting 3D Dirac materials are
described by the Hamiltonian
H=apo+ #A,

(1.11)

with p = -i(8, ay, a.) the momentum operator. Here {'b}is a four-component
wavefunction, {ai} and # are 4 x 4 Dirac matrices satisfying the canonical algebra
ajag + aai = 2 Sig, aj/+ #ai = 0, a 2= #2 = 1. The parameters v and A in (1.12)
describe the 3D Bloch band structure near the Dirac band crossing playing the role
of the effective "speed of light" and relativistic mass (band gap).
In recent years, the range of available materials with Dirac fermion low-energy
excitations expanded, now ranging from superfluid phases of 3He [108] and hightemperature d-wave superconductors [109] to 2D materials such as graphene [110]
and transition metal dichalcogenides [111]. We first consider the general properties of
Dirac surface states in a 3D solid and then focus on the case of a graphene monolayer.
We analyze a Dirac Hamiltonian in 3D with boundary conditions of a general form
H = apv + #A,

MOa|B='OaIB,

(1.12)

where the matrix M is a unitary Hermitian operator constrained by time-reversal
symmetry and current conservation [9, 98]:
[T, M] = 0,

IBM + MIB= 0,

(1-13)

where T is the time reversal operator, and IBis the current component normal to the
boundary.
The form of these boundary conditions and the constraints on M in Eq. (1.13)
can be understood as follows. First, since the Dirac equation is first order in derivatives, the boundary condition must be stated in terms of @ alone without invoking
derivatives of 4. The most general boundary condition can therefore be written as
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(M - i)IB= 0 with M a suitably chosen 4 x 4 matrix with two eigenvalues equal to

+1. Every eigenvalue equal +1 yields a scalar relation between the components of @,
providing a convenient encoding of the boundary conditions in a matrix form. A considerable simplification can be achieved, without any loss of generality, by choosing

+1, +1, -1 and -1

M to be a Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues

(the eigenvectors

corresponding to -1

eigenvalues do not impact the boundary conditions in any way).
The form of matrix M is further constrained by the requirements due to time-reversal
symmetry and probability current conservation (unitarity of scattering at the bound-

+1 eigenvalues give current which is

ary requires that the eigenvectors of M with

tangential to the boundary). These constraints are expressed by the first and second
relation in Eq. (1.13), respectively (for a more detailed discussion see Refs.

[9, 98]).

The task of finding surface states from the Dirac Hamiltonian of a general form,
Eq. (1.12), can be simplified by transforming it to a ID Dirac problem as follows.
Without loss of generality, we take the system boundary to be a 2Dplane perpendicular to the x direction. Using translation invariance along y and z, we use Fourier
transform, seeking the states of the form

()eY+ikzz.

Assuming the system to be

homogeneous and isotropic in the y-z plane, we can choose a new coordinate system
such that k

|

y. This amounts to a unitary transformation of the spinor wavefunction

and Dirac matrices, a' = U-laiU, 0'= U/3U, such that

where k

=

Y

a' = ai,

a

#' = '3,

a'= (a2 k -askz)/k,

(a 2 ky

1

2

+ a3 kz)/k,

(1.14)

+ kz.

To simplify the analysis, we use, without loss of generality, an asymmetric representation for the transformed matrices

a
1, 2

01,2

0

0

,

1,2

3

0

o-3

0o 3

0

0

0

-- 3)

3

writing it in a shorthand notation as a' = Too-1 , a'=

T0

2

,

a

= Ti

3

,

T'= 73os,

whereTi and o- are 2 x 2 Pauli matrices andT is a unit 2 x 2 matrix (from now on,
we suppress it for brevity). This transforms the 3D Dirac equation into a quasi-iD

problem HiPk(X) = Ek/gk(X) on a halfine x > 0:

H = -ivoo

1

+ vko2 + AT 3

3

,

MVb(0) = Ok(O).

(1.16)

Surface states in 3D correspond to the one-dimensional bound states obtained from
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the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.16) (see Fig. 1.2C).
The advantage of this representation, in particular the choice of a', is that it allows
to bring the matrix M to a tractable form. All possible situations that may occur
near the surface are parameterized by different choices of the matrix M, whereas the
Hamiltonian H takes a standardized form. This provides a vehicle for classifying
different types of behavior near the surface, parameterized by the M-manifold. The
block representation in Eq. (1.15) greatly facilitates this analysis. In this representation the operators in Eq. (1.13) take the form IB = vai= vol and T =

T2 U21C,

where IC is complex conjugation. The constraints on M given in Eq. (1.13) can now
be resolved as follows [9, 98]. The relation IBM + MIB = 0 implies that M ~ n -a
where n s a vector tangential to the boundary or a linear combination of several such
terms. Combining it with the first relation in Eq. (1.13) gives
M = (v - r)(n -o,),

n, = 0.

(1.17)

where n and v are three-component unit vectors. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.16) is
invariant under unitary transformations of valley matricesTi preservingT 3 . Therefore,
M can be fixed, without loss of generality, by specifying only two real phases On and
0':
M(6h, On) = (-3

cos6, + 72 sin 0,)(Us cosO + U2 sin6).

(1.18)

The 1D problem in Eq. (1.16) can now be solved for M of a general form detailed in
Eq. (1.18), giving states that decay into the bulk as evanescent waves s ~ exp(-pk,sx)
(Fig.1.2C). The energies Ek, 8 and the decay parameters pk,, obey
A Cos 6 COS On + sK sin On
Pk,s= A cos 0, sin On - sK cos
Ek,s=

±(

where K = (v2k2 + A2 sin 2 67)1/2 and s labels two possible dispersion branches (see
Appendix A and Fig. 1.1). Solutions confined to the surface exist only when pk,, > 0.
The resulting modes and their evolution upon changing boundary conditions are
illustrated in Fig. 1.2 A and B (see discussion below).
The dependence of the dispersion in Eq. (1.19) on the angles O, 0, parameterizing
M indicates that the surface modes exist for genericOn, 6, values, disappearing only
for a subset of measure zero. Possible dispersion types, comprising either two branches
or a single branch, are shown in Fig. 1.1. The modes lie inside and outside the
bandgap of the bulk spectrum. The two branches, when present, are separated by
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a minigap which closes at particular values o, 0,. Notably, the surface modes are
present for both A # 0 and A = 0 i.e. for gapped and gapless bulk bands. In
the latter case the modes lie outside the bulk Dirac continuum le| > vjk| and have
linear dispersion of the form E = -vsin9,|kl. This gives propagation velocity of
vsin 62. The reduction in velocity compared to the bulk velocity value provides a
clear experimental signature of surface modes.

1.4

A relation between Dirac and Jackiw-Rebbi bound
states

To better understand the unique properties of the bulk Bloch states which enable
surface states we sketch a relation between our problem and the seminal JR problem
of the midgap states of the ID Dirac operator with a sign-changing mass. As a first
step we perform a similarity transformation that brings M to a standardized form
by moving all the complexity of the problem from the boundary conditions into the
transformed Hamiltonian (see Appendix B). The transformation is generated by a
4 x 4 unitary matrix that is position independent (but in general is k-dependent),
giving two decoupled 2 x 2 Hamiltonians
H=

H+

0
0 H_

,

M =

o11
(0

0
0"

(1.20)

on the half-line x > 0 in the new (generally, k-dependent) basis,
Hs

= -ivO0i + Ek,sU 2±- Yk,sU 3 ,

whereeks andpik,, are defined in Eq. (1.19).

S =

±1,

(1.21)

The matrices o are (in general, k- and

s-dependent) superpositions of oa.
The 2 x 2 block structure of the transformed Hamiltonian can now be used to solve
the boundary value problem. This is done most easily by extending the problem on
the halfline x > 0 to that on a full line -o < x < o, described by a Hamiltonian
with a mass kink:

H = -ivOor + Ek,sO2 + pk,sUsgn(x)

(1.22)

To identify the eigenstates which lie in the "physical" subspace of the doubled Hilbert
space, we note that the Hamiltonian possesses reflection symmetry [HP,1 ]= 0,
where R= U 2 1 and I is spatial inversion x -+ -x. The solutions of the problem
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Figure 1.2: (A and B) Surface states in monolayer graphene generated by surface
potential for (A) armchair boundary conditions and (B) zigzag boundary conditions.
Mode dispersion changes in a cyclical manner ...

1 -+ 2 -+ 3-+ 4 -

5-

6 -+ 1 ...

with the increase of the effective potential strength Ov (see (1.29) and accompanying
discussion). (C) Edge modes are confined at the boundary and propagate along it
in both directions, as indicated by arrows. (D) The density of states (DOS) as a
function of energy and distance from zigzag edge, with DOS in the bulk far from
the edge subtracted to enhance contrast. Shown are results for case i in Eq. (1.23)
for the phase-shift value Ov = -7r/4. The bright peak in DOS near the edge x = 0
at positive energies is due to surface states. The bright peak in DOS near the edge
x = 0 at positive energies is due to surface states. The surface states contribution is
embedded in a family of Friedel oscillations dispersion as x ~ hv/e.
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satisfying R(Z) =)(x),

(1.21) are given by the R-symmetric eigenstates of H
projected on x > 0.

This representation helps us to understand the robustness of surface states.
is instructive to treat

k,,

as a fixed mass and use sk,, as a tuning parameter.

It
For

Ek,s = 0 Eq. (1.22) the canonical JR problem, yielding zero-mode eigenstates which at

the same time are eigenstates of o' [89]. Upon varying Ek,, in Eq. (1.22) these states
remain bound to the surface albeit with a shifted energy E

= Ek,,.

as a function of k, defines the dispersion of surface states. For
states cease to exist. The k dependence of Ek,, and

1

k,,

lE

This energy, taken
,,| _Pk,, the bound

is such that the bound state

may disappear in a finite range of k but persist at large enough k (with the exception
of a measure-zero subset of On and 0, shown in Fig. 1.1A).

1.5

Edge states in graphene

This general discussion has direct implications for graphene, the Dirac material
best studied to date. In monolayer graphene, oi and Ti are 2 x 2 matrices representing
pseudospin and valley degrees of freedom, respectively. Pristine graphene is gapless
with the carrier velocity v ~ 106 m/s. A gap as large as A ~ 30 meV can be created
in graphene/hexagonal boron nitride superlattices. However, as discussed above, the
gap has no direct significance for the existence of surface states. The types of states
depend solely on the boundary conditions, i.e., the values of the phases On and 0,
parameterizing M, which depend on the symmetries and edge structure.
Particle-hole symmetry C, if present, generates universal values 6, and 0,

[9];

namely, surface states are reduced to just two distinct types, isomorphic to those
found for crystalline zigzag and armchair edges. The allowed values are

(i

(ii) On = t_ ,07=

On = 0, 7 , 0, = 0, 7r;

2'

2

(1.23)

Boundary conditions in these two cases are given by M = ±tr3 3 and M2 = ir2-2,
respectively

[112]. In the case i surface states form a flat band that touches one of

the bulk bands bottom or top, E = ±A. In the case

si

there are no surface states.

However, as we now show, these restrictions are lifted for realistic non-particle-holesymmetric edges, allowing the phases On and 0 , to take generic nonuniversal values.
The C symmetry can be lifted by an edge potential that creates Dirac band bending near the edge. The edge potential can either occur naturally due to e.g. edge
reconstruction [113] or hydrogen passivation
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{114,

115] or induced externally by a side

B

A

VG

V(x)

0-*

4 0O

VG<O

x

I~
Figure 1.3: (A) Armchair edge in graphene monolayer. Hydrogen passivation produces atomic-scale dipoles which create electrostatic potential at the edge. (B) Potential at the edge can be tuned by a side gate. Positive or negative potential attracts
to the edge electrons or holes, respectively, modifying the dispersion of edge states as
shown in Fig. 1.2 (Eq. (1.29) and accompanying discussion).

gate, as illustrated in Fig.1.3 A and B. Focusing on the first case, we consider electrostatic potential localized near the edge at a lengthscale of a few atomic spacings
ro ~ 1 nm:
(1.24)
lim V(x) = 0
H(x) = H + V(x),
X-*oo

Potential V(x) affects states only in the vicinity of the edge. It is therefore convenient to incorporate the effect of V(x) into the boundary conditions. This can
be achieved by introducing a transfer matrix T(x,x 2 ) connecting the wavefunction
values, separately at each k, at adjacent points x1 andx 2 :
T(x1,x 2 ) Ok(x 2 ),

Ok(x1) =

0 < x 2 < x 1 <0o,

(1.25)

where' (x)is obtained from the Dirac equation with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.24).
The transfer matrix can be obtained by integrating the Dirac equation over x,
T(x1,x 2 )
where Dk

=

ioi E o 3 vk -T

3

2

=

A

Xexpj

dx l(Dk -

O1V(x))

(1.26)

and Xexp denotes an x-ordered exponential. Assum-

ing that the term V(x) gives negligible contribution for x > ro, we can approximate
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the transfer matrix as a product of a free-particle contribution and a boundary term,
T(x, 0) = T(x, ro)T(ro, 0) ~ To(x, ro)T(ro, 0)

(1.27)

where To is a transfer matrix for zero potential V(x) = 0. The boundary contribution
T(ro, 0) can be expressed in a closed form through V(x) when the potential radius
ro is much smaller than electron wavelength A = hv/. This is achieved by writing
ro) = To(x, ro)9k(ro), shifting the boundary position to x = ro, and writing
the boundary conditions as
?k(X>

k(ro) = MVk (ro),

where we denote

E=

EME

MV =

T(ro,0). Under the conditions kro

can ignore the first term inside Xexp in Eq. (1.26).

1,

«

(1.28)
1 and Aro/hv < 1 we

Approximating

fo'

V(x)dx

f°

V(x)dx then gives a matrix M that describes the boundary condition altered by
V(x):
MV =

M(OTOn

Gy =

+Ov),

j

V(x)dx.

(1.29)

This simple result is valid as long as the edge potential width ro is small compared
with the electron wavelength in the bulk.
We note parenthetically that the latter condition restricts the validity of our approach to short-range edge potentials and narrow-gap Dirac band structures such
that ro
A = hv/A. In wide-gap band structures the interaction of carriers with
the crystal surface is in general not described by a simple scalar potential model. In
addition, long-range potentials can produce many bound states at the edge and thus
create many surface modes.

«

To understand the impact of the edge potential on the edge states dispersion we
consider the setup of Fig.1.3B wherein V(x) is tuned by a side gate. Through varying
Oy the edge states dispersion changes in a complex way, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 A
and B for the armchair and zigzag edge. The armchair edge hosts a one-branch mode
with relativistic dispersion
Ek

= -\k

2

v2

_A 2 Cos

Ov.

(1.30)

Interestingly, the mode in Eq. (1.30), despite its relativistic appearance, has no Csymmetric counterpart; i.e., it does not obey particle-hole symmetry. Furthermore,
the dispersion acquires a flat-band character at Oy = ±r/2.
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The solution for the zigzag edge features a more complex behavior. For each 0V
value, the edge modes contain two distinct branches, propagating to the right and
to the left, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2B. Modes occurring at 0 < v < x for zigzag
edges with 0, = 0 and at -- x < vy < 0 for zigzag edges with 0, = 7 (cases 3 and 4
in Fig. 1.2B) span both positive and negative energies. Upon variation of 0 y they
sweep through the bulk bandgap. For other 0y values, the modes also consist of two
branches; however, their energies are either above or below the bulk gap (cases 1 and
6 in Fig. 1.2B). The dispersion becomes flat at Oy = 0, 7 (cases 2 and 5 in Fig. 1.2B).
Since according to Ref. [9] the zigzag boundary condition with 0 y = 0 describes
a generic C-symmetric lattice termination in monolayer graphene, our solution for
0y

$

0 describes modes for a generic gated graphene edge.
The contribution of surface states to spatially resolved DOS is illustrated in Fig.
1.2D (for derivation see Appendix C). Surface states give rise to an enhanced DOS
near the boundary for one type of carriers, electrons or holes, depending on the Ov
value. In Fig. 1.2D the contribution of surface states is seen as a high-DOS region
at positive energies, embedded into the family of Friedel oscillations dispersing as
r ~ hvE.

1.6

The role of disorder

The surface of materials are typically highly disordered due to an imperfect lattice
termination. An interesting aspect of Dirac surface states is their weak interaction
with surface disorder. Realistic crystal boundaries often feature strong disorder potential, arising due to dangling bonds and other defects, which impedes transport
along the surface. Suppression of conduction by surface disorder is typically quite
strong for the Tamm-Shockley states. However, Dirac surface states are to a great
extent protected from surface scattering due to their small overlap with the surface
disorder. This behavior is reminiscent of the carrier dynamics in GaAs/AlAs quantum wells where the mobility increases drastically with the well width due to a rapid
mean free path growth f ~ w', with large n [901. Since the well width is much greater
than the interface roughness scale, carriers can diffract around the interface disorder.
In our case, a similar diffraction-enhanced conduction occurs since the width of the
surface states, which defines their extent into the bulk and is on the order of the
bulk wavelength ~ AF, is much larger than atomic surface roughness. Effectively, in

this case the mode width takes on a role analogous to the width of quantum wells.
This allows Dirac surface states to propagate quasi-ballistically with negligible surface
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scattering.
To illustrate the effect of backcattering suppression by electron-wave diffraction
around surface disorder, we consider gaussian short-range correlated disorder at the
graphene edge, A simple way to model the the surface disorder is introducing a noncorrelated random potential ((r||) at the surface:
V(x)

-

(((rji)((r))is =

V(x) + ((rii)J(x),

a6(ri -- r'li)

(1.31)

where r1 is coordinate vector components parallel to the surface, 6(x) is the Dirac
delta function and a is potential strength parameter (in d-dimensional material a has
a dimensionality of energy 2 xspaced+1).
The scattering rate can be found from the imaginary part of poles of disorderaveraged Green's function (GF) 5 . For a weak disorder, the GF can be represented
as a perturbative series using the disorder potential strength as a small parameter:
GS = Gs + Gs6VGs + G6VGS6VGS +...

(1.32)

where G. is a clean system GF (see Eq. (1.64) and Eq. (1.76) in Appendix C).
In the non-crossing approximation, the disorder-averaged GF can be expressed in
terms of self energy E:
(Gs)dis= Gs + aGsEGs + a2 GEGE

G,

+ ...

(1.33)

where
= |0)(O

gk,s

gk,s= Gs(0)

(1.34)

k

Here 10) is a state with coordinate x = 0 and G, depends on momentum k being a
parameter in the Hamiltonian (see Eq. (1.76) in Appendix C).
In the lowest order of perturbation theory using small parameter a, the poles of
the disorder-averaged Green's functions can be represented as function of spatially
resolved DOS at the surface v(e, x) (see previous section):

ITrZ(0IG0) + 0(a2 )=

k+2a

E,, - 27aI'"v(Ek,s, 0)-+0(a2

)

k,s

.V

k

(1.35)
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Imaginary part of the poles define the scattering time r:
-

k,,= -27ra

1 = Im
2T

V

(1.36)

v(Ek,,, 0)

The mean free path is proportional to the scattering time and group velocity of surface
states uk,,:
VUk,s

UksT =

Oks

Uks

47rayk,Sv(ek, 0)'

(1.37)

At the surface layer, the largest contribution to DOS is given by surface states density.
Therefore we neglect the bulk states DOS in the calculation of mean free path. For
2D materials with arbitrary boundary conditions, the DOS contribution is
0= AcosOT- ekscos~ 1 A 2 -1/2
0), ) =

v

1

CS)1J
O S
27rv2sism2 g

(e,,

-

Eo)2

(E,s

(1.38)

and the group velocity is
A2

Uk,, =

whereC o= A cos

0,

v sinn 6( 1 - (ks0

1/2

(1.39)

EO

cos O, and A 0 = A sin 0, sinO.

This allows us to express the mean free path as a function of the phase parameter
v sin On

2a(E- A cos 0,/cos

For gapless 2D materials A
boundary, On= 9 , 0, = 0:

=

(1
4)2cos

2

On

(E -

Eo)2

(1.40)

0 (e.g. monolayer graphene) and zigzag type of

vf sin

2a6 2 cos2

v

_

V2 sin2

2

Ov

87r 2acos 2 v

v

(1.41)

where A = 27r/k is surface states wavelength.
In realistic sample the mean free path can be much larger than relevant system
size in experiments. Formula Eq. (1.40) suggests that exclusions are possible if the
parameter O is small or the Fermi level is close to the band top/bottom E - o ±Ao.
Finally, the results for the zigzag surface state (case i in Eq. (1.23)) is
87r2acot2oV

A2

It V

C
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(1.42)

where AB= 27hvsinOV/EF is the carrier wavelength in the edge mode, EF is Fermi

energy. The lengthscale (, proportional to disorder strength, can be estimated as
a/h2 v 2 ~ U0as/h2 v 2
1nm, where Uo - 1 eV is an atomic-scale potential
and a ~ 1 nm is surface roughness. For ( « ABEq. (1.42) predicts mean free path
values much greater than the carrier wavelength; the dimensionless parameter AB/(
describes the effect of scattering suppression by diffraction. As an illustration, for
Ov ~ 1 and wavelength of order AB~ 100 nm we obtain the value AB/( ~ 100, giving
the diffraction-enhanced mean free path as large as L ~ 10 2 AB = 10 nm.
We note that localization effects may become important if the disorder is strong
enough. In our case, since disorder is mainly at the surface, the behavior is expected
to be quite different for electron energies inside and outside the bulk energy gap. In
the first case, electron states with energies within the bulk gap reside near the surface.
These states couple to surface disorder relatively strongly and may become localized.
In the second case the states at the surface will hybridize with the states in the bulk,
which suppresses localization due to surface disorder. In addition, as discussed above,
the slow decay of electron states from the surface into the bulk gives the surface states
a large width that allows electrons to diffract around surface disorder. Such diffraction
also suppresses localization. For quasi-1D surface states, such as those in graphene,
the ID mean free path provides a good estimate for localization length at the energies
in the bulk gap. For 2D surface states, on the other hand, the localization length is
expected to be much longer than the mean free path estimated perturbatively. The
latter in this case sets only a lower bound for localization length.

1.7

The effect of magnetic field

Experimental detection of surface states by conventional transport techniques can
be challenging since the signatures of surface states are often obscured by the continuum of bulk states (the overlap of bulk and surface states contributions to the
density of states is illustrated in Fig. 1.2D). Here we consider a different approach
relying on the Landau-level spectroscopy in a magnetic field applied perpendicular to
the surface. The signatures of Landau levels of the states in a 3D bulk are usually
softened by the momentum dispersion in the direction along the field. In contrast,
the spectrum of the 2D surface states will be discrete. Therefore, while both the bulk
states and the surface states produce Landau levels, the spectral features such as,
e.g., the tunneling density of states measured by scanning tunneling microscopy will
be dominated by the surface states.
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To study the effect of magnetic field, we use a simple model of electrons confined
by a 2D delta-function sheet potential of the strength proportional to v (Eq. (1.29)):
H = orvpx + u- 2v (p, + eBz) +

23

o
VPz
+

3

3

A +VOV(X)

(1.43)

The states confined near the x = 0 plane can be found as evanescent solutions for
x > 0 and x < 0, 4 ~ exp(ipxx + ipyy - pjz|) (see Appendix D). For B = 0, the
spectrum of this model coincides with the spectrum of surface states for armchair
boundary conditions:
k

-sgn(OV) Cos

2

k 2 -A
+

2

,

2

p2+P2

(1.44)

In a nonzero magnetic field B , we obtain discrete nondispersing levels resembling
Landau levels of 2D Dirac particles:
En = -sgn(sin Ov) cos Ov

2veBn+ A 2 ,

n = 0, 1, 2. ..

(1.45)

Interestingly, similar to the B = 0 solution in Eq. (1.44), the discrete levels exist only
for one sign of energy, positive or negative.

The discrete character of the surface Landau levels as well as their striking lack of
particle-hole symmetry provides a direct and simple diagnostic of the surface states.
Further evidence can be obtained using the property of surface states to be tunable
through changing the surface potential by side gates (Fig. 1.3 and Eq. (1.29)). Due
to a periodic dependence on the potential strength, the electron-hole asymmetry can
be inverted by reversing the potential sign or by applying a stronger potential.

In conclusion, our key finding is that surface states are a natural attribute of a
Dirac band structure, appearing in a robust manner for generic boundary conditions.
The surface states feature a number of interesting and potentially useful properties.
In particular, we predict that these states are insensitive to surface imperfections: By
diffracting around surface disorder electron waves can propagate ballistically with abnormally long mean free path values. These states can coexist with the bulk states or
appear within the bulk bandgap; their dispersion can be tuned by gate potential or by
magnetic field, giving rise to unique signatures amenable to a variety of experimental
probes.
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1.8

Experimental observation in graphene-based SNS
junctions

Because the Dirac surface states share many properties with the topologically protected states at the edge of spin Hall effect, one can implement similar technology to
resolve the edge currents using ballistic SNS junctions [116]. This section describes
briefly the experiment in Ref. [84] which confirms the concentration of the supercurrent density at the edge of graphene. There are other works which demonstrate
similar results, including gapped graphene system [86-88].
The device represents a Josephson junction based on monolayer or bilayer graphene
coupled to superconducting titanium/aluminum electrodes (Fig. 1.4d). The system
also contains a gate electrode used to modify the density of electrons in the graphene.
Because the measurements are provided at densities near charge neutrality point,
flakes are isolated from substrate-induced disorder through placement on thin hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) substrates [117]. Measurements of the AC voltage drop
dV across the junction in response to an AC current modulation dI were conducted
using locking techniques in a dilution refrigerator at 10 mK, well below the critical
temperature of Al. Changing DC current bias IDC, a sharp transition in resistance
observed between dissipationless and normal metal behavior at a critical current I,
a transport signature of the Josephson effect (Fig. 1.4e,f).
The real-space distribution of the current can be achieved by applying a magnetic
flux <b through the junction area. The flux induces a position-dependent superconducting phase difference parallel to the graphene/contact interface [118]. As a result,
the critical current Ic exhibits interference fringes in B field (Figure le). From the
other side, the critical current Ic can be expressed as the magnitude of the complex
Fourier transform of the current density distribution J(x), Ic = |Ic(B)|, where
Tc (B) =

IW2J(z)
_W/2

- e"dBx/ ~x(.6

J-w/2

where <bo = h/2e is the flux quantum, h is Planck's constant, e is the elementary
charge, W is the width of the flake, and L is the distance between contacts (Fig.
1.4d). This formula is obtained in the limit of wide junctions (L « W), which
ignores propagation of current with angles other than perpendicular to electrodes,
thus it does not include the y dependence. The spatial distribution of supercurrent
thus defines the shape of the interference pattern [118-120].
The results of he measurement obtained with this technique reveals a difference
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in behavior at high and low carrier densities. It has been observed the conventional
uniform-current behavior at high density,Ic(B)/Ic(O) ~ Isin(r@/1Do)/(7r1/1o)| (Fig.
1.4e). Defining features of such interference include a central lobe of width 24 and
side lobes with period 4o decaying as 1/B amplitude. However, near the Dirac point,
a striking departure is observed from this picture exhibiting two-slit "SQUID-like"
interference (Fig. 1.4f) [121]. Such behavior arises when supercurrent is confined
to edge channels and is characterized by slowly decaying sinusoidal oscillations of
period (o. Importantly, these two regimes are easily distinguishable without much
analysis by the width of the central lobe, which is twice as wide for the uniform case
as compared to the case of edge flow.
The real-space current distribution can be obtained by inverting the relation in
Eq.(1.46). The resulting current density map reveals tight confinement of the supercurrent to the edges of graphene near the Dirac point (Fig. 1.4h). At high electron
density, a conventional Fraunhofer-like behavior is recovered (Fig. 1.4e), suggesting
a uniform distribution of supercurrent (Fig. 1.4g). A more numerically expensive
Bayesian estimation of the current distribution produces current maps and standard
error estimates that agree with the Fourier techniques (see [84] for details).
The ballistic nature of the edge current is recently confirmed in consequent work
[122] exploiting the Fabry-Perot interferometry of electronic waves.
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Figure 1.4: Spatially resolved current imaging in a graphene Josephson junction. (a, b) Guided edge modes induced by an intrinsic band bending near crystal
boundary, for single-layer and bilayer graphene (schematic). Mode frequencies positioned outside the Dirac continuum ensure mode decoupling from the bulk states.
Guided modes exist for any edge potential no matter how weak. In a single layer, mode
velocity changes sign as the potential strength increases, see Eq.(1.16). In a bilayer,
the modes occur in pairs [green and red curves: dispersion for positive and negative
potential strength, respectively]. (c) The guided modes are manifested through peaks
in the density of current-carrying states at the crystal boundaries, prominent near
charge neutrality (red: n = 0.05 x 10"cm- 2; blue: n = 2.5 x 10"crn- 2 ). (d) Schematics of superconducting interferometry in a graphene Josephson junction, which is used
to image the spatial structure of current-carrying states. A flux is threaded through
the junction area to produce interference patterns, as current bias Vd is applied
through the superconducting electrodes and the voltage drop across the device is
recorded. Carrier density n is tuned by a gate voltage V. (e, f) The recorded interference pattern is of a single-slit Fraunhofer type at high carrier density, turning
into a two-slit SQUID-like interference near neutrality (device BL1). (g, h) Current
flow, extracted from the interference data using Fourier techniques, is uniform at high
carrier density and peaks at the crystal edges for carrier density close to neutrality.
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A

Appendix A: Dirac modes dispersion

The system described by the Hamiltonian in Eq.(1.16) and constrained by the
boundary conditions, Eq. (1.17), has both bulk plane wave solutions as well as
solutions confined to the surface. In this section we derive the spectrum of confined
states and show that these states exist for generic boundary conditions with the
exception of a set of measure zero. As an ansatz, we look for solutions in the form of
evanescent waves in the region x > 0:
VNk(X) = Sk

where

Pkis

1
pk =_£2-~2

exp(--PkX),

(1.47)

a normalized 4-spinor that obeys the Dirac equation
(iVyku1 +vko-2

(1.48)

+ 'AT3U3)k = Ek Ok.

I,

The general solution of Eq. (1.48) is a superposition ofTs3 eigenvectors Ok
iV(,pkEk -A
S1 =i

0
0

k),

0
0p
iVl(lk - k),
&k± +A

=

a

1 ±-#2,

(1.49)

where a and # are complex parameters to be determined below.
graphene, p1 and Y2 correspond to K and K' valley polarizations.

For monolayer

As noted before, the most general form of the spinor O satisfying the boundary
conditions Eq. (1.17) also must lie to the subspace spanned by the M eigenvectors
with the eigenvalue +1:
k=

(1.50)

A107+1 On+)+ B|0-)|6fl-),

where
1

- sin0/2

(1.51)

( icos 0/2

)

cos0/2
0+)J1
,F (i sin 0/2) '/2

and A, B are some complex parameters. The double-ket states in Eq. (1.50) is a
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shorthand notation for
Sr sn

C
c,c

IO+)~n)

1

icTs

2

Z8s-cn

|6r+)|6n+)= -

srsn

where we used notation c,

=

1r-scn
(1.52)
O-)n-) I = - S ,
2
-Mr sn

,

.STn

J

CTCn

J

cos 0,/2, s, = sin 0,/2, cn = cos On/2, sn= sin On/2.

Together Eq. (1.49) and Eq. (1.50) form a set of four linear equations for four
unknown parameters a,/, A, B:
ay91+ #(P2= AOT,+)±10n+)+BIO,-)IOn-).

(1.53)

The set of equations in Eq. (1.53) has a non-zero solution provided the corresponding
4 x 4 matrix R, comprised of the spinors in Eq. (1.49) and Eq. (1.52), is degenerate.
This is the case when the determinant of this matrix vanishes:
detR = i(pk- k)(pksin n+e kcos On - Acos 0,) = 0.

(1.54)

The first term in Eq. (1.54) vanishes only when k =±A, as seen from Eq. (1.47).
Setting the second term to zero and solving the resulting equation together with
Eq. (1.47), we obtain two branches of surface states. The corresponding energies sk
and the parameters p1 are given by
COS

0, COS On ± sinOn

2k2 + A2 Si2OT

Pk= A cos

0, sin OnT-cOn

v 2 k 2 + A 2 sin2 7.

Ek

=A

(1.55)

This provides derivation of Eq. (1.19).
When do the relations in Eq. (1.55) describe confined states? The necessary and
sufficient condition for confinementis Pk> 0, otherwise the confined states are absent.
In the limit of large momentum vk » A Eq. (1.55) becomes
Ek

yk = T~vkCos On

=±vksinOn,

(1.56)

In this limit it is easy to see that the conditionyk> 0 is satisfied for at least one of
two solutions in Eq. (1.55) for anyOn

f

t7r/2.

The confined states disappear when On= ±/2, since in this case yk = 0 If
consider now the case On = sr/2, s = ±1 for arbitrary k, the expression in Eq. (1.55)
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is reduced to
Ek = ±S/v 2 k 2 + A2 Sin2 0,,

(1.57)

k = SA COs O.

In the case s = -1 (O, = -- /2) the confined solutions are absent for 0, E [0,7r],
whereas in the case s = +1 (On = r/2) they are absent for O, E [7r, 27r]. These
two measure-zero subsets of the (0,, 0n) parameter space are the only regions where
surface states do not exist.
The graphic summary of the results of this section is shown in the Fig.1.1 and
Fig.1.2. The phase diagram in the panel A of Fig.1.1 shows that the Dirac surface
states are present for generic boundary conditions, namely they do not require fine
tuning of system parameters. This is in contrast to the Tamm-Shockley states which,
as illustrated by Fig.1.1 (panel B), appear in a limited region of parameters. An
example of the the surface states spectrum in Eq. (1.55) for 0, = 0 andO,= 7r/2 and
varying , is shown on the panels A and B of Fig. 1.2.

Appendix B: Universal boundary conditions
Setting boundary conditions for the Dirac equation involves specifying 4-spinors
compatible with the properties of a given boundary. Unlike the nonrelativistic Schrdinger
equation, for which the wavefunction may vanish at the boundary (a hard-wall boundary condition), the Dirac 4-component spinor wavefunction never vanishes at the
boundary. Instead it is described as an eigenvector of a suitably defined Hermitian
4 x 4 matrix M (see Eq.(1.12) and accompanying discussion). The matrix M encodes
the properties of the boundary through the dependence on the phenomenological parameters 0 , and O6. However, for generic boundary conditions the matrix M does
not commute with the Hamiltonian and thus solving the Dirac equation near the
boundary is typically not a straightforward exercise.
Here we show that a significant simplification can be achieved by performing a
unitary transformation on the Hamiltonian and the matrix M, such that the boundary conditions are brought to a standardized form. In particular, this transformation
can be chosen to make the new boundary conditions completely independent of the
parameters 0 , andOn. Instead, the dependence on 0, and O will show up in the
Hamiltonian. These requirements are fulfilled by a k-dependent unitary transforma.

tion.
U=

exp(-iOkT2) - S

- exp [-6,7 1 +
12

50

2

( I2

Ono-

,

(1.58)

where

Ok =

arctan(k/A sin 0,) and S is a swap matrix
1

0

0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0

0

1

(159)

0

After the transformation the new boundary conditions are expressed through matrix
M'= UMUt = 0 2 .

(1.60)

Importantly, this transformation, applied to the Hamiltonian for surface states in Eq.
(1.16) preserves theT3 block structure, generating a mass term that depends on 0,
and 0,:
H' = UHUt = -ivor

o1 +

(A cos 0, cos 0n

+T 3 K sin

+ A cos 0, sin 0n - T 3 K cos
where K=

)-2+

n

n

3=

(H+

0

0
H-)

(1.61)

/v 2 k 2 + A 2 sin2 0, and H±are 2 x 2 matrices.

As discussed before (see Eq.(1.22)), the problem of finding surface states is reminiscent of the Jackiw-Rebbi (JR) problem of a ID Dirac equation with a mass kink.
In the case of surface states the kink arises after the Dirac equation in a half-space is
extended to the entire space by a mirror reflection. This interesting property not only
facilitates the analysis, it also provides a simple intuitive argument for the robustness
of the surface states. Indeed, in the JR problem a mass kink always creates a bound
state with the energy in the Dirac bandgap. While in the original JR problem the
bound state has zero energy because of the charge conjugation symmetry, for a more
general Dirac Hamiltonian the bound state, arising from a suitably generalized JR
analysis, in general occurs at a nonzero energy. The relation to the JR problem helps
to derive the spectrum of surface modes. In the next section we use it to calculate
the corresponding contribution to the density of states.

Appendix C: Spatially resolved density of states
An easily testable signature of surface states is an enhanced density of carriers
near the surface. The wavefunctions of surface states are localized near the boundary,
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decaying as evanescent waves into the bulk and propagating along the boundary as
plane waves (see Eq. (1.47)). As we will see below, this behavior translates directly
into the spatial structure of the density of states (DOS) v(E, x) taken as a function
of energy E and the distance from the boundary x. We show that the surface states
give the dominant contribution to DOS in vicinity of the surface.
We will use the standard relation between spatially resolved DOS and the Green's
function (GF) which reads
v(e, x)=

Z

-

lim Im Tr G(x, x').

(1.62)

Here G(x, x') = (x'|_
Ix) where by Ix) we denote eigenstates of the position
operator. The quantity G(x, x') is a matrix in the Dirac spin space, so a trace over
spin variables is taken to obtain DOS.
Applying the relation in Eq. (1.62) to the Hamiltonian and the boundary conditions derived above [Eq. (1.60) and Eq. (1.61)] we see that the DOS is represented as
a sum of the contributions from the two 2 x 2 block Hamiltonians H:
v(E,

x)

=

lim Im

Tr G,(x, x'),

(1.63)

where G±(x, x') = (x'I_ HIx) corresponds to the blocks H± in Eq. (1.61). The
space of functions in which H is defined and in which the inverse e-I1+,o is considered
is comprised of the functions obeying the boundary conditions given in Eq.(1.17).
Analyzing this space, generally speaking, is a nontrivial task, which is simplified by
the trick described below.
To calculate DOS, rather than applying the boundary conditions directly, it is
more convenient to use the relation between the system with a boundary and the
Hamiltonian H extended to the full space by a mirror reflection (see discussion after
Eq.(1.22)). For H the GF can be obtained as

G,(x, x') = (xIP

1

PIX'),

xx'>0

(1.64)

where H:R is the full-space Hamiltonian given in Eq.(1.22), and we introduced the
projection operator that eliminates unphysical solutions,
1

P = -(1
2

+'TR),
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p2 = p.

(1.65)

Here R= - 2 I is the mirror reflection operator given by a product of a 1D spatial
inversion : x -* -x and spinwr-rotation about the y-axisco 2 = iexp(-ir-2 /2). Here
and below we suppress the prime superscripts used in Eq.(1.22), replacing o' -

ori

throughout the calculation.
The full-space Hamiltonian is invariant under R. Indeed, the terms of H containing or and o3, which anticommute withco 2 , also anticommute with the spatial
inversion I : x -

-x:

82I = --

a8,

0(x)E = -10(x).

(1.66)

As a result, [Hf R] = 0.

Taking this into account allows us to get rid of the projector operators P. For
this we use the property [H, P] = 0 and express the GF as
G,(x, x')

(x|

=

1

HRp2X)

=

(Xl

1

PIX)

-

\IE - H

'eH

2

=

' ')

Gy(x, ')+ G(x,-x')o 2 ),

(1.67)

where GRis GF in the extended space:
G'(x, x') = (xJ
(xEj

1HRIX
x')

(1.68)

To evaluate this expression, we will use the fact that a square of the 2 x 2 Dirac Hamiltonian gives the Schrdinger Hamiltonian. First, we rewrite Eq. (1.68) multiplying
both the numerator and denominator by (E + Hr):
G'(x, x') = (x|(e+H-)-2
H)2|x')
S
~~E2 - (H )21X)

(1.69)

Now the second term has the form of GF forID parabolic Schrdinger equation with
delta function potential:
(H)2= -v
where Ho

=

-v

2

&2+

2

2

+ k 2v 2 +

A2 - 2vpk,s2 6 (x)= HO +V(x)

k 2 v2 + A 2 , and V(x) = -2vyk,sU26(x).
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(1.70)

The second factor in Eq. (1.69) can be represented as geometric series
1

-= Go + GoVGo + .

62 - (HR)2

1

Go =

,

(1.71)

e - Ho

These series can be evaluated using the T-matrix formalism:
1

(1.72)

Dk + DI)T(0|Dk,

=

where
2Vpk,sU2

1

Dk

I

1+ 2v pk, o2(0|D|I0)'

S

D

2

(1.73)

.

T = -

- h

Combining Eq. (1.69) and Eq. (1.72), we obtain
G'(x,x') = EDk(x,x')+(x|H Dkjx')+

+ (EDk (x, 0) +(x|Hf DkO) D (0, x')Ts (1.74)
The quantities in this sum can be obtained by inverse Fourier transform

(dp

Dk (x, x') = (x|Dkx')= ~-

e-ip(x-x')
2

vp
27r v2P2 +mTn

-

=

mk-

ke-IXXI/v
2mnko

-00
-

p~(PVcrl +,k,s cY AO3sign(x))e-ip(x-x')
-0'

V 2 ]) 2 +m

27ksJ

e= 2 k -imxVIisign(X
iku
mkv

- x')

+ ek,so2 + Pk,su3sign(x)

)

(xIH Dk x'

where we defined mk = -v 2 k 2 +A 2 - E2 . The quantityimk,which may be either real
or imaginary, represents an off-shell value of the parameter Pk introduced above to
describe wavefunction decay in the bulk.

Using these results we first derive the expression for the full-space GF G (x, x').
G'(x, x') =-

Eik(&+ imkvulsignAx+

Ek,s2

+

Pk,O3 sign(X))

(1.75)
x

e-mkIAxI/V

+

ks2

e-km (IxIIXI)i

/V

mnk-- yk,sO'2

\

Then, using Eq. (1.67), we calculate the equal-point GF in the physical halfspace
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G,(x' = x), x > 0, as

G,(x' = x) = lim G,(x, x') =-

(E+Ek,s'2

+ pk,su3sign(x)

mkJ2 + MkV
1+ Mklr2 + Pksexp(--2mk/v),

X

mk - Ik,s

(1.76)
Taking trace and imaginary part we finally obtain the spatially resolved DOSv(E,
v(E, X)

M1mE +
7v

k

2

Mk

ksmk -+Ek's exp(-2mkc/v),
s=k1

X):

(1.77)

I-k,s

mk -

where Ax = x - x'.

The sum over in-plane surface momentum k in the formula for v(E, x) can be
divided into two parts. The function under the sum has a continuous imaginary part
for |k| < v 1 l&E2 A A2, which defines the contribution of the bulk states bulk(E,) ).
For |k| > v
A2 the function under the sum is real and continuous almost
everywhere except of poles given by the conditionmk - Pk,, = 0. Contributions from
the poles into the sum represent the density of surface states surf(E,7 ). In these
notations,

(1.78)

v(E, X)= Vbulk(E, X) + Vsurf (E, X)

The first term can be split into a sum of DOS vo(E) for the homogeneous material and
a boundary contribution that vanishes asymptotically in the bulk. For d-dimensional
material:
vbulk (E, z ) -- Vo (E)

+

1

Ek(,cv)+ E0(6) 2 7

x

j

IIM

v

fke

dd-lk

_k(2x)d

'mk + epkexp(-2mkc/v),
mk - k,s

k,

1

d- 1

mk

= VE2 -

(1.79)

A 2 /v

For graphene the bulk DOS equals

vo(E) =

(1.80)

",2'

01
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JEJ <A

which corresponds to a gapped graphene band. For a 3D Dirac material,

vo(E)=

(1.81)

>

'

2

In the second term in Eq. (1.79) the integral over momenta k gives rise to Friedel
oscillations near the surface. The function under the integral is analytic and thus we
can evaluate the integral numerically. The poles at Pk = mk lie outside the integration
domain -k, < k < k, and do not present any problem.
In contrast, the surface states contribution surf(E, x) (second term of Eq. (1.78))

can be found in a closed form analytically. To evaluate this contribution we use the
complex analysis to express the residues at the poles corresponding to the discrete
momentum values k(s) = ±ko defined by
(1.82)

nk - Iko,s = 0.

The surface states contribution to overall DOS is
Qd-1ko

ko,s - mkoEko,s

(27r)d-1nko
(E

Qd-1

(2rv sin

(nk

j)d-lV

-

((E-

-

eo)pio

pk,s)

2

- mkoxv

k=ko
-2pox/v

2

is d-spherical volume element, Eo= A cos 0, cos 0, is the surface states
neutrality point, Ao = A sin9, sin0, is the surface states gap, and po = (A cos6,
ecos0,)/sin0, characterizes inverse confinement length of the surface states. The
solution exists only for energies E satisfying both po > 0 and |E - Eo > Ao. After
integration over x coordinate, the expression for density coincides with DOS of d - 1
dimensional free relativistic particle.
Qd

-

where

The spatially resolved DOS for 2D material with A = 0 (e.g. monolayer graphene)
and 6n = -7/4 is plotted in Fig.1.5. In Fig. 1.2D the same quantity is shown with
the bulk contribution vo(s) subtracted. This helps to discern Friedel oscillations and
amplify the contribution of surface states. Fig.1.5 illustrates that the the contribution
of surface states to spatially resolved DOS is concentrated in a narrow region near the
surface x < E sind Onl/hv. In this region the contribution of surface states overwhelms
all other contributions to DOS including vo(s).
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Appendix D: Surface states in magnetic field
In this section we study the effect of magnetic field on Dirac surface states in 3D
materials. The main motivation for this problem is the difference in charge carriers
behavior in systems of two and three space dimensions. In a pure 2D system, charge
carriers form a series of highly degenerate Landau levels (LL). In 3D systems this
degeneracy is essentially broken and LL become broadened due to presence of the
momentum in the direction of the magnetic field.
In previous sections we demonstrated that in a number of situations surface states
behave similarly to free 2D modes. Thus, if the magnetic field is applied normally to
the surface, one can expect that the spectrum of surface states should also be discrete
due to absence of normal momentum broadening, as for 2D charge carriers. To study
this effect, we use a simple model of electrons confined by 2D delta scalar potential.
We choose the shape delta of potential coinciding with yz plane crossing x axis
at the point x = 0. We choose the direction of magnetic field to be along x axis such
that B = (B, 0, 0), B > 0. The strength of delta potential can be expressed through
the phase parameter Ov in Eq. (1.29) leading to the Hamiltonian in the form
H =lVPx + 7-2 v (py +eBz) + T2U3VPz + T3

3 A+vv

6 ()

(1.83)

where we used Maxwell units and the Landau gauge A = (0, -Bz, 0).
The object of our study is confined states, therefore we apply the following ansatz
for the eigenstates:

((r
+(r)

x > 0i(r) = eiPYY±IXp±(z)
x

(1.84)

< 0

where p > 0 is a confinement rate, and two functions 0±(r) are connected by the
continuity relation
V)+ (r)|I ,_=

exp(iOvoa)_ 0-(r) x-+

(1.85)

Below we are looking for a general solution for x < 0, while the general solution for
x > 0 can always be obtained by changing p-p.
First, we evaluate the solution in the absence of magnetic field, B = 0. In this
case we can ignore, without a loss of generality, the z space dimension and rewrite
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.83) in the form
H=

1 Vpx

+o

2VPy

+
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3

oT -3 A +vOv6(x)

(1.86)

The solution for x < 0 is a superposition of eigenstates ofT3 operator:
0

iv(tp - py )
<p_ =

(

a

) +

(1.87)

(

0
where E2 = A 2 + p- p 2 v2 , a and

#

-A~ -Epy

are complex parameters.

The continuity conditions in Eq. (1.85) can be written separately for the first
and the second term of the superposition in the Eq. (1.87) leading to the equivalent
conditions for existence of non-zero solutions:
pv cos Ov + E sinOv

=

0

(1.88)

The allowed energy values derived using Eq. (1.88) are
e= -signv(Ov) cos 0 v

A 2 +v 2p2

(1.89)

The spectrum is double degenerate, with the degeneracy described by 3 projections
-3= +1. The expression coincides with the spectrum Eq.(1.19) derived for armchair
edge 0, = 7r/2, 0, = 7r/2.

The solution for non-zero magnetic field B can be derived is a similar fashion.
After a shift z - z - py/eB, the equation (H - e)/ = 0 is transformed to the form
(A - 0)# + iv(p - eBz)2 - iVPz/)3

=

0

iv(eBz + pt)1 - (A + E)2 + iVPz04 = 0
iVPz'li- (A + e)?3 + iv(p - eBz)04
-iVPz02 + iv(eBz+ y)

3+

(A

-

=

(1.90)

0

E)04 = 0

This set of equation can be rewritten in the form of four codependent quantum
harmonic oscillator equations:
(E2 _ A2 + p2 i 1)(igi i 04)= Ho(i4i i 1 4)
(E2 _ A2 + p

2

(1.91)

± 1)(i02± 03) = Ho(i02 ± $3)

where
(veB)2 2(9)
Ho = -p2 1
+
z2
2 z
2
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(1.92)

The solution for the harmonic oscillator is integrable and has a discrete spectrum of
eigenvalues:
Hofn(z) = veB(n +

n> 0

fn(z),

(1.93)

where fn(z) ~ exp(-veBz 2/2)Hn(vveBz) are eigenstates, Hn are Hermite polynomials. Comparing it to Eq. (1.91), we get the values for system energies:
E2

= 2veBn + A 2

-

(1.94)

V2

and the most general form of eigenstate components
"=afn(z)+3fn_1(z)
n- (Z)-#fn_1 (Z))'
0 4=iafn

b2=a'fn(z)+ O'fn_1(z)

)

@g

i(ca'fn(z)-#'fn_()

(1.95)

where a, a', 3, 3' are complex parameters, and by definition we set f_1(z) = 0.
Valuesof pn can be found by applying the continuity conditions in Eq. (1.84).

Forr>0,thez dependent partofthe eigenstates in Eq. (1.84) has the form:
/ a
za'

fn(z) +

ia

fn-1(z)

(1.96)

- Z,)

The dependence between parameters in this representation can be established after
a substitution of Eq. (1.96) into the original set of equations Eq. (1.90):
(A - en)a +i pV a' = i
ivpna- (A

2veBn#'

+ En)a' = -i- 2veBn3

(1.97)

Solving the system of equation relative a and a', we derive
a =,

van

_

i(En + A)#'

v2veBn
V2veBn
vpn#'
i(En - A)#
a/~
=+
2veBnt
22veBni

(1.98)
(1.99)

These values must be substituted into Eq. (1.96). The next step is resolving continuity
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relation in Eq. (1.85). For real positive p it has non-zeros solutions only if
vpncos Ov + En sin 0 v = 0

(1.100)

Combining Eq. (1.100) and Eq. (1.94), we get the allowed energy values:
E = -sign(sinOv) cos 0 v v2veBn + A 2

(1.101)

For n = 0 the the eigenstate Eq. (1.84) has only one mode:
a'I
<-(z)=

ia fo(z),

A'

ivplo

a

(1.102)

ja]
Similar to the case n > 0, the continuity condition can be resolved only if the
equality Eq. (1.100) holds. The only allowed energy value for n = 0 is
so = -sign(sin Ov) cos Ov A

(1.103)

Merging the solutions for n > 0 in Eq. (1.101) and n = 0 inEq. (1.103), we obtain the
Landau levels for the system:

,

En = -sign(sin Ov) cosv -/2veBn+ A 2

n = 0, 1, 2 ...

(1.104)

The solution exists only for one sign of energy, positive or negative. The sign of the
allowed energies coincides with the sign of B = 0 solutions Eq. (1.89). This essential
particle hole asymmetry can be used in experiment to distinguish the surface states
from bulk modes in 3D Dirac materials.
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Figure 1.5: The density of states (DOS) as a function of energy and distance from
edge 0, = 0, 0, = -ir/4 for monolayer graphene d = 2, A = 0, and v = 106 m/s

as given by overall DOS expression in Eq. (1.78). Similar to Fig. 1.2D, the bright
peak in DOS near the edge x = 0 at positive energies describes the surface states
contribution.
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Chapter 2
Noise-induced quasi-viscosity in
quantum systems

63

2.1

Noisy quantum systems

Many results in quantum mechanics apply to isolated systems where, for a sufficiently long time, one can neglect the interaction of the system with its environment.
The dynamics of such systems are described by unitary transformation as follows
from Shr6dinger equation for system state or, equivalently, by von Neumann equation for its density matrix. Strictly speaking, a perfectly isolated system never exists,
and one can use unitary dynamics only as a suitable approximation. Most of the
quantum objects from electrons in solids to cold atomic clouds are subject of some,
weak or strong, environment action. This interaction with an environment leads to
decoherence of the system and cannot be represented by a unitary dynamics of as
vector in a Hilbert space. Instead, the time evolution is set by a master equation on
the density matrix p(t).
There many ways to describe analytically the environment action, but all of
them can be roughly reduced to two types of master equations, Markovian and nonMarkovian. This separation is based on the dependence of density matrix dynamics
on evolution in previous times. The non-Markovian master equation describes the
environment capable of back-action. In general, the form of the equation can be
written as
t
where H is the system Hamiltonian, and K(t - t') is a linear superoperator acting
on the density matrix. One can expect the norm of the superoperator to decay
exponentially as the time difference t - t' increases. The characteristic time r of this
decay is typically referred to as a memory-time for non-Markovian process [20]. The
Eq.(2.1) represents the most general form of a positive trace-preserving linear map
and can be obtained technically by solving the system-bath unitary dynamics and
then tracing out the environment,
(2.2)

p(t) = Tr E(Up 0pEUf)

where the unitary evolution is generated by the operator
U=Texp(-i

HsE(t)dt),

HSE = Hs o I+ I & HE

+A

V

VE

(23)

where T is time ordering operator, Hs is the Hamiltonian of the isolated system,
HE is the Hamiltonian of the environment alone, operators V
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and VE' represent a

proper decomposition of the interacting term, A is the constant of system-environment
interaction.
In absence of memory effects this case one can approximate the superoperator in
Eq.(2.1) as IC(t - t') ~ 6(t - t'). As it was shown in early works on open quantum systems dynamics 123], the most general form of the master equation can be presented
as
_p=£C(p)=-[
Z
at

1

)p] +(E N(AkpA k
,)+/y~
k

-- 2-Atk Ap--- 2-pA
(2.4)
P kAk) ~174

where C is Liouvillian superoperator, Yk > 0 are dissipation rates, Ak are called
Lindblad operators, and the overall master equation is called Lindbladian equation
[20, 124]. In many cases, the rates and operators yk(t) and Ak(t) also can depend
on times itself. In this case, this equation is also referred to as Markovian equation
because it represents a divisible CPTP map which is commonly considered to be an
equivalent to the definition of Markovian dynamics [125]. In general, the operators
Ak can be arbitrary operators representing different inelastic processes such as photon
emission and absorption, and the effect of system-bath interaction.
Despite Markovian maps describe irreversible processes, one can introduce "inverse" Liouvillian operator. In particular, for any two operators A and B and the
dynamical map in Eq.(2.4), the action of the dynamics map can be inverted as
Tr [AL(B)] = Tr [£*(A)B]

(2.5)

where we use the notation
£*(p)=i[H(t),p]+(-k(AtpAk-

-A AkP- _pAk A

(2.6)

k

For generic operators Ak -#Ak, the superoperator £* in Eq.(2.6) is not guaranteed
to be a generator of CPTP map. Nevertheless this operator is useful to derive the
evolution for the expectation values of local operators.
Further we will be focusing on the effect of stochastic classical environment, i.e.
such an environment which can encountered considering a Hamiltonian
$ = H + (t)A

(2.7)

where A is system-environment coupling, and ((t) is a stochastic gaussian field describing fast fluctuations, ((t)(t))

=

(t - t').
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Now. let us study the case of noisy non-interacting many-body fermionic system.
We assume that the system contains L of single-particle levels denoted by index i
(the index might encode a position on any lattice and additionally account for spin
degrees of freedom). The latter include a wide range of problems, from dynamics of
electrons in materials to excitations in spin chains.
As we described above, we are interested in the system dynamics in the from of
divisible (Markovian) CPTP map for many-body density matrix ;(t) = E(g(0)). It
is convenient to reduce the number of variables and consider a single-particle density
matrix (SPDM)
(2.8)

pij(t) = Tr [ataj (t)]

+

where aj, a are Fock operators which obey either commuting bosonic rule, atay
ajat = iy, or anticommuting fermionic rule, ataj - ajaT =

osj.

Now, let us consider the case of classical noise present in the system. Here and
below, we focus on free fermions/bosons dynamics. This assumption implies that the
stochastic Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.7) remains singe-particle, i.e., there are no interaction
between particles induced neither coupling or any correlation induced by the noise
from the environment. This assumption can be satisfied if both Hamiltonian and
Lindbladian operators are quadratic in terms of creation and annihilation operators.
Because we are interested in a system with a number of particles conserved, the most
general form of the dynamic operators is
H(t) =

Ak=

E3hab(t)Ctcb,

At = E

akb tcb

(2.9)

ab

ab

where a and h are Hermitian L x L matrices. The dynamics of SPDM can be obtained
using the result of the Lemma above.
9pi = Tr atai 9(t) = Tr
£(at a)p^(t)

at
at1
= -iTr; (t)[H(t),aja] -

z

yk(t)Tr(t)[A(t), [A(t), aa]]

(2.10)

(2

k

Using the commutation relation between creation and annihilation operators
[H, ataj] = hikataj- hikaak(

2

[Ak(t), [Ak (t), ala ]]=

k i(2.11)
aiCkakkIatakI- 2aikak/jatak+ aky a/kataj

Therefore the dynamics of SPDM also satisfies the Lindbladian evolution up to re66

placing Ak -& a and H -

h,

8

ap = -i[h(t),

1

k(t)

p] - I

ak(t), [a(t),P]

(2.12)

k

This equation can be understood naturally if, instead of many-body dynamics, we
consider evolution just in single particle sector. Because evolution does not mix
the sectors, one can derive the single-particle equation in Eq.(2.12).The fact that
evolution of many non-interacting particles can be reduced to the evolution of SPDM
representing collective degrees of freedom is very useful. We note that the diagonal
elements of SPDM correspond to occupation numbers of corresponding levels while
the first diagonal elements encode the density of current.

2.2

Local dephasing model

We consider the evolution of non-interacting carriers using the single particle
Hamiltonian
H(t) =

hv d
a| E(r) (r +aeilI +h.c. )+
i=1

(r (t)|r)(rl,

~(.3
(2.13)
r

r

where a is the lattice spacing, {ei} set of primitive vectors on d-dimensional square
lattice, and r(t) is a fluctuating potential we approximate by unbiased zero-average
gaussian random variable, (F1(t)r 2 (t'))=a6rr2(t - t'). The last term reflects the
presence of R-processes in the system resulting in local random phase shifts in single
particle wavefunction 'r(t) - exp(kr(t)t)(t) at each time step 6t. This method
has been proposed first by Haken and Strobl [50] in a context of Frenkel exciton
dynamics in molecular crystals. The Haken-Strobl model is, however, equally well
applicable to single carriers in metals and semiconductors, and describes a system
exhibiting a transition from the quantum ballistic to the diffusive regime.
The dynamics of the system can be characterized in terms of the averaged evolution over all possible statistical realizations of the fluctuating parameter&r(t), namely
p(t)= KUtp()U ),

Ut = Texp

(i

Jdt'H(t') ),

(2.14)

where Ut is unitary time evolution operator, and Texp denotes the time-ordered
exponential.
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Figure 2.1: Quantum transport regimes. a, Schematic diagram for quantum
transport in the presence of the environment and particle interactions depicting transitions between ballistic, diffusive, and hydrodynamic regimes of transport. The critical regime described by quasi-hydrodynamic transport is depicted by the shaded area.
Here L is system size, AR is mean free path of inelastic scattering, ANis mean free path
for elastic collisions between particles. b, The time evolution of the probability density of initially localized wavepacket described by Eq. (2.7). During propagation, the
wavepacket exhibits with time various regimes of propagation: ballistic (1), critical
(2), and diffusive (3).
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The process in Eq. (2.14) belongs to the class of Markovian open quantum system
dynamics [20]. The most general case of this dynamics can be described in terms of
a non-unitary Lindbladian master equation. In particular, the fluctuation-averaged
dynamics in Eq. (2.14) follows the quantum Boltzmann equation [24, 50]
hO p
+

r

PrP - 2pr,)

(2.15)

where y = a/h2 is the dephasing (scattering) rate, Pr = |r)(r| are on-site projectors.
The right-hand side of the equation is a sum of two distinct terms representing unitary
dynamics and dissipative effects respectively.

2.3

Quasi-hydrodynamic equations

To demonstrate the dephasing-assisted viscosity effects, we first derive the approximate equations of motion for local parameters such as probability density P(r, t) and
the vector of current density J(r, t), where k enumerates the space components. In
the model Eq. (2.7), one may connect the local parameters to the matrix elements of
the density operator, P(r, t) = p(r, r) and Jk(r, t) = 2v lm p(r, r - ek). The latter
definition implies that the dynamics of the density following from Eq. (2.7) takes the
form of the continuity equation
P -V -J,
&t

(2.16)

where we omit of the dependence on r and t, and we consider the continuous limit,
a

-+

0 1.

In turn, the dynamics of the current density, as follows from Eq. (2.7), is given by
&Jk

at
where I-

vVkFk-+v

E

=-- yJk- 2v 2VkP + k,

V,(Fk - F,), and the parameter F,

(2.17)
= 2Re p(r, r+ek-

el) contains second diagonal elements of the density matrix (see Appendix A for details). The first two terms in right-hand side of Eq. (2.7) describe conventional Ohmic
dissipation leading to diffusive transport. In particular, the first term represents the
'In the continuous limit, we define the gradient operator for a function f(r) as Vkf(r) =
limao(f(r + aek)
f(r))/a, while the integration over lattice space volume Q is defined as a
Riemann sum f2 dr ad rE.
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decay of the current due to the presence of collisions violating momentum conservation. The second term supplies the current generated by the gradient of probability
density. At the same time, the effects beyond the standard Ohmic regime originate
in the term k representing contributions from high order quantum correlations.
To complete the set of Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.7), one may express the correction Ik
as a linear functional of the current density
d

Ik [J] = (

~t
dt' I dr'Kkk'(r

-

r', t - t') Jk,(r', t'),

(2.18)

k'=1

where Kkk(r, t) is a memory function (see Appendix B for details).
In general, the derivation of the memory function is a difficult task. However,
in limited cases, its expression can be found explicitly, for example, in one spatial
dimension where the model is exactly solvable [50, 126, 127]. As shown in Appendix
B, if initially at t = 0 the system contains no quantum correlations (i.e. its density
matrix is diagonal in coordinate basis), this function takes a compact form in Fourier
space with the wavevector q and in Laplace space with frequency parameter s. In this
case, the kernel is given by the expression K(q, s) = (s + -7) 2/4 + v2 q2 - (s + 7)/2.
This exact solution allows us to study analytically the different transport regimes in
the model.
To illustrate the effect of dissipation on the dynamics in 1D, it is instructive
to derive the Green's function characterizing the spread of a wavepacket, P(x, t) =

fV dx'G(x

+

- x', t)P(x', 0). The Green's functions can be expressed as G(q, s) = (s
2K(q, s))- or, in the space and time domain,
1

G(x, t) =ds

dq

27r

iqx+st

(s

+ 7) 2 +4v2 92 _y

(2.19)

where c > 0, and we use the Mellin contour to derive the inverse Laplace transformation. The structure of the Green's function is shown in Fig. 2.1b. The panel
demonstrates existence of two limits of propagation, ballistic and diffusive, separated
by the critical crossover regime. These regimes are visibly distinct: the ballistic
regime has a well defined lightcone (white lines) while the diffusive regime shows long
suppressed tails for the density distribution. For illustrative purposess, one can study
the dispersion of initally localized wavepacket P(x, 0) = 6(x), and find the behavior
of its dispersion u(t) = 2Eyt + e-Yt - 1. For 7t « 1, the dispersion growths ballistically o(t) ~ v2vt. In contrast, at late times, 7t
1, the wavepacket propagates

»
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diffusively, a- ~

DNt, where D = 2v2 // is the diffusion coefficient.

To observe the direct signatures of quasi-hydrodynamic behavior, one
find solutions for dimensions higher than one. For higher dimensions, we
approximate dynamics in which we consider only first-order corrections ~
neglect the memory effects in Eq. (2.18) (the Born-Markov approximation).

needs to
study an
v/- and
First, we

consider the equation of motion for the parameters forming Ik in Eq. (2.7),
kF
at

aFkk
at

=

-yF

=-g

j± vVl1Jk ± vVkJ + I
F+1±(2.20)
+VkJ

,

k# l

+ Ik0

where If' are terms containing third diagonal elements of the density matrix and
satisfying Tr (H2II' 0) = 0. These terms generate correctons of at least second order
v2 /-2 to the equation of motion on the current density and can be omitted. In
addition, in the Markov approximation, we neglect the effect of the time derivatives,
putting 8F±/8t = 0. Then, combining Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.20), one may derive the
approximated equations of motion on the current density
Wk

at

-IJk

-

2v 2

k

PV+

V2k

+7

+

V

vk J
°

(2.21)

7

The general expression for the memory function as well as its transition into Eq. (2.7)
using the approximation above is derived in Appendix B. These equation are modified
Navier-Stokes equations with additional dissipation terms. The third term in Eq. (2.7)
is a standard viscosity term responsible for the emergence of vortices and viscous flow,
as we show for particular physical problems below.
In the experimental setting, special sample geometries can reveal and amplify
the effect of the dephasing-induced viscosity. To demonstrate this, we start with
a standard problem in fluid mechanics and focus on a current flow between two
parallel plane surfaces with no-slip boundary conditions [53]. This problem represents
transport in films and wires [42] where disorder scattering suppresses the transport
at the material surface.
Below we analyze the problem in the presence of the dephasing using exact numerical simulations for full density operator in Eq. (2.7) and compare it to the analytical
approximation for local observables in Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.7). Both in numerical
simulations and analytical calculations, we look for steady states which satisfy zero
current density at the surfaces. The numerics suggest that in the crossover regime,
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Figure 2.2: Effects of dephasing-assisted viscosity. a, Evolution upon changing
the dephasing rate y of current profile between two parallel surfaces with no-slip
boundary condition. In the regime of intermediate dephasing yo

-

27rv/L the profile

has a Poiseulle-like form indicating the emergence of depahsing-induced viscosity. b,
The current profile density in different regimes: nearly diffusive (red), viscous (green),
and ballistic (blue). Markers represent the numerical solution; the lines (including
blue dashed line) represent the analytical approximation using Eq. (2.7). c, Ratio of
resistivity to the value predicted by the Drude law, rD= y/2v2 . Red curve represents
numerical simulations, blue dashed curve is the analytical approximation in Eq. (2.7).
d, Vortex formation and non-local resistance in configuration with two leads supplying
a source and a drain of particles. The panel shows the numerical result for steady-state
density distribution for different values yL/v = 2 and yL/v = 10, the black curves
represent the stream lines of the current. e, Dependence of density as a function
of distance from the lead, as follows from numerics. For large yL/v (red curve) the
sign of density is monotonic function, while for small yL/v (blue curve) the density
changes sign. The latter is a direct signature of non-local response.
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similarly to viscous fluid dynamics, the dephasing effects lead to spatially dependent
current density. The plot in Fig. 2.2a demonstrates the evolution of the current density shape with the increase of the dephasing rate y. In both ballistic (yL/v
1) and
diffusive (yL/v » 1) limits, the system exhibits space-independent current density.
However, in the vicinity of the critical dephasing rate yo = 27rv/L, the profile has
distinct maximum in the center between surfaces. This behavior can be explained
using the approximate equations of motion in Eq. (2.7). The profile is determined by

«

a competition between the Ohmic dissipation term -

-y

and the quasi-viscosity term

2 /-y

inducing local equilibration of the velocity. The comparison between numerics
and the approximation is shown in Fig. 2.2b. Remarkably, the local description in
Eq. (2.7) gives a quite accurate description of current density for y ~ yo. At the same,
in the regimes of small y the flow dynamics are different from the analytic prediction
due to the breaking of the approximations used to derive Eq. (2.7).
Sv

To study the problem in more detail, we also look into the flow resistivity of the
channel r obtained numerically, which can be compared with analytical expression ra
following from Eq. (2.7) (see Eq.(2.39) below),
r =

&PL
P

'

r

=

a 1- tanh(X)/X'
ary

rD
r

(2.221

where Io is the total current between surfaces, rD
y 2v2 is the Drude resistivity,
and X = 7L/2vo. In nearly equilibrium electronic systems with Fermi energy EF,
the electrical resistivity relcan be connected to the flow resistivity in Eq. (2.7) as rel =
r/e 2 D(EF),where D(EF) is the density of states near Fermi surface. The curves in Fig.
2.2c show the ratio of the resistance to Drude result valid for diffusive transport. Both
numerical simulation and analytic approximation predict rapid increase of resistivity
in the critical regime. For small y, however, the quasi-hydrodynamic result diverges,
while the exact numerical result for resistance r remains finite.
Another configuration uncovering the unusual properties of the quantum dissipative regime is a 2D system consisting of the gas of free carriers in a finite size
sample (with no-stress boundary conditions) and two short contacts, the source and
the drain, attached. This geometry was proposed in [32] as a method to observe the
effects of non-local response and vorticity. Here we demonstrate that a similar effect
also takes place in systems with dephasing in the critical regime. The panels in Fig.
2.2d show numerical simulation using Eq.(2.7) for steady-state density and current
density for large and moderate dephasing rate y. In the critical regime yL/v ~ 1,
current backflow appears in the systems leading to vortex formation. As seen in Fig.
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2.2e, this effect results in sign-changing deviation of probability density near the current leads. In electronic systems, this effect would lead to sign-changing of the voltage
across the sample edge V ~ AP/eD(EF) providing detectable experimental evidence
of the dephasing-assisted viscous regime. At the same time the analytical calculation
using the approximate equation of motion in Eq. (2.7) also predicts the existence of
vortices and the non-local response.

2.4

Flow between flat surfaces

In this section we consider a problem of a steady flow between two parallel infinite
flat surfaces in a presence of the dephasing. We assume that the surfaces obeys the
no-slip boundary conditions originated from the microscopic roughness of the surfaces.
These boundary conditions require that the set of equations in Eq. and Eq., with
the steady state condition !P = 0 and J = 0, needs to be combined with the
condition J,(±L/2, y) = 0, where we set the surface positions at x = L/2. To solve
the problem, we exploit the conventional method in electrostatics and consider the
problem in presence of sources S = (SO, Si, S2). The sources must be added to the
system such that equations
17
-- Jk - 2v 2 VkP +(V2

Jk+2

-i
V

==so
,J+ 2Vk Ek

satisfy the boundary conditions automatically.
section, the sources need be chosen as
S=(A

J)=

2.3S)

For the problem we solve in this

lim (J(y - y-) -- (y - y+)), 0, B 6 (x +L/2 +kL)
Y±

,Jk'V

(2.23)

(2.24)

±00k==-co

where A and B are constants we will determine later. The first component of the
vector S represent distant a source and a drain in the system generating the flow,
while the the third component corresponds to the dissipation of current at surfaces
resulting in the no-slip boundary conditions. In our problem, we focus only on the
part of the space enclosed in -L/2 < x < L/2.
It is convenient to use the linearity of the equation of motion, and decompose the
result into two independent solutions corresponding to each of vector components in
Eq.(2.24),
P(r) = Pi(r) + P2 (r),

J(r) = Ji(r) + J2 (r).
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(2.25)

The first solution, P1 and J1 , we take as a homogeneous solution for the problem with
the source term
Si

=

(A

- y-) - (y -y+)), 0, 0)

lim ((y

(2.26)

One may check that this solution has the form
2

Ji~y(r) = A.

Ji2(r) = 0,

,

P1 (r) = -yAy/2v

(2.27)

The second solution correspond to the source term
00

(2.28)

(x + L/2 + kL)).

S 2 =(0,0,B E
k=-oo

To express the solution, one may use the Fourier space representation of the equations
as
(2.29)
£A' 2 (q) = S2(q),
where
'

0

iqx

2=- 2iv 2q2
0

0

0
0

S 2 (q)

(0, 0, L cos(q2L/2))

(2.30)

7(1 + 2A2q2))

where we have already taken into consideration that V-J = 0 everywhere and problem
is homogeneous in y-direction (which is equivalent to putting qy = 0). HereI2 =
(P2 (q), J22(q), J2y(q)) is the vector of Fourier components, A = v/y is the parameter
of length determining the mean free path in the system, and q2 = 27rn/L, n E Z is
wavevector taking discrete values. The solution can obtained as T2 = £'S 2 , where
the inverse operator is

-iq1
0

0
0

0
0

7-1(1

+ 2A2 q

.

£21

-q1

(2.31)

-

-yqx-q2

Using the matrix elements from Eq.(2.31), one can derive the second solution as
P 2 (r) = 0,

J2 x(r) = 0,

J2,(r)2B Ecos(qxL/2)
1+2A 2qe
7L
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(2.32)

The boundary conditions are satisfied if
A+

B coth(=

0.

(2.33)

Combined together, the general solution in Eq. (2.25) has the form
JO

P(r) =
2v2

L - 2vA tanh

Jx(r)= 0,

(2.34)
() L - 2VdALtanh

(2 ) Eq

1°s,\xL/2)

(L - 2A tanh(2

exp(iqxx)

/_A)

where Io is the total current through the sample.
The normalized current density is shown in Fig. 2.2b by solid and dashed curves
compared to numerical simulations (shown in dots). Notably, the Born approximation
used to derive Eq.(2.7) predicts the current density profile pretty well even for not
too high values of yL/v ~ 1.
The current density has no simple analytic form for generic values of A. However,
one can calculate its behavior in asymptotic limits A -+ co and A -+ 0. The first
limit correspond to diffusive transport regime and must converge to exact solution of
Eq. (2.7) with the increase of A. The limit A - 0 describes a projected behavior of
the system for a weak dephasing. This solution can be sufficiently different from the
real system behaviour since it violates the assumptions used to derive Eq. (2.7). Nevertheless, it is interesting to calculate this limit to compare it with the hydrodynamic
solution.
In the diffusive limit, 27rA/L
eziq.(x+sL/2)
s=±1,q.

1

2

+ 2A q

00

_

«

1, we may replace the sum by integral in Eq.(2.32),

xiq(x+sL/2)
27r 1 + 2A

2

e(x-L/2)/2A
=

e--(x+L/2)/vfA'X

2/A
(2.35)

resulting in the expression for the current density
(1 - 2e-L/2-, cosh(x/v'2A))
JL (r)+= IL2ov'(eLfA- 1)A/L(2.36)
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The effects of the non-slip boundary are exponentially suppressed in the bulk, propositional to the probability of collisionless propagation for the equivalent distance to
the surface.
In the limit, 27rA/L » 1, the denominator is approximately equal to 2A 2 q. for all

eiqx(x+sL/2)
s=±1,qx

1

K

x+

'2(

23

A

(n=1

X

X2-

L2 2inx/L 1

287
e2in/2+h.c
A 2 =1+ 42B2( _+-)n(2.37)

1 +222,2q21+8r 2
1 +2A

where B 2 (x) =

(ft(-1)0

2

is Bernoulli polynomial.

Inserting this expression into

Eq. (2.32), we derive
J (r)=61o
S L (4

(2.38)

L2)

This expression coincides with Poiseuille solution in fluid dynamics.
Let us define the specific resistivity of the channel as

Resistivity.

-P

By

L

y/2v

_

Io

2

1 - tanh(X)/X'

X = L/2vA

(2.39)

In the corresponding asymptotic limits,

r =

whererD

2.5

-/2v

2 =

{TD,

A/L < 1,

12TD /\2/L2,

A/L

»

1,

Drudelaw

(2.40)

Hagen-Poiseuille flow

1/D is the Drude resistivity, D is the diffusion coefficient.

Vortex formation in confined geometries

In this section, we study a sample settings of quantum particles propagating in a
2D sample with space dimensions L, x Ly. The current flows between two contacts
being a source and a drain (see Fig.2.3). This configuration implies the boundary
conditions on the current density

Jx (iLx/2, y) = 0,

JY(X, sLy/2)=
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so,

|z| < w/2

0,

xz ;> w/2

(2.41)

where s = ±1 and w is the width of the current leads. The first condition is equivalent
to no-stress boundary parallel to y axis. The second condition describes the no-stress
boundary conditions parallel to x axis as well as current flow from the source lead to
the drain lead. Using these conditions, we assume the homogeneous distribution of
current density Jy = Io/w along the leads which is convenient for calculations.

Applying the method of sources we developed in the previous section, we solve
this problem by adding the source term S. In particular, we consider the source only
for particle density
S = (1(x, y), 0, 0)

(2.42)

+

where the function D(x, y) is periodic in space, P(x, y + 2Ly) = 4(x, y) and P(x
L, y) = D(x, y), and within one period -Lx/2 < x < L2/2 it satisfies

(X7Y)

2

Io1 (6(y - Ly /2) - 6(y + Ly /2)),

|x| <; w/2

0,

(.3
(2.43)

|x|>w/2

where the factor 1/2 appears in the first line due to the geometry of chosen boundary
conditions; it contains two mirror-reflected boxes as shown in Fig. 2.3b. We focus in
the space region -Lx/2 < x < L2/2 and -Ly/2 < y < Ly/2.

In Fourier space, the problem Eq. and Eq. with this source has a form in Fourier
space
0

£9 = S,

iqx

y(l +

£ = -

A 2 (q

iqy

+ 2q ))

2'A 2 qxqy

2iV2q,

2yA 2q qy
y(1 + A2 (q + 2q ))

(2.44)

where I = (P, J, Jy) as in the previous section, and the wavevectors are discrete,
qx = 27rn/L, qy = rm/L for integers n and m. As in the previous section, A = v/y

has dimension of length and plays a role of mean free path. The solution can be
presented in the form xF= L-S, where the inverse matrix is
Cq/2v

L-1

2

iqx17x/2v 2 iqTyL/2v

iqyFy

q

2

iqyT

qxqy

qx
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2

)yq

,

(2.45)

a.
source

drain

+

b.
system boundaries
+
A --------

-

+

Figure 2.3: Flow between two contacts. a, Schematics of the system. External
source drive the flow of carriers through the system via two contacts. b, Source
configuration satisfying the boundary conditions. Red regions represent source of
particles, blue regions is the drain. Dashed line shows the boundaries of the system.
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where we used the notations

= 1+ A2 (2q - q ),
q+

1 + A 2 (2q

F,

+2A 2 2A 4 (q4+ q

-

-

q

)

x

q q ), Cq= 1+ 3A 2 (q2 + q ) + A4 (2q + 2q4 + q q 2)
(2.46)

Following from this result, the density and current density components can be found
as an inverse discrete Fourier transform,

P (x, y) =v 2y
q'~Y

Q2(qx, gy)ec*

4"

qxiy

qx,qy

qx,qy

where I(q, qy) is the Fourier transformation of the source term,

(

iIo

=n
Lx LY

n(qLq)

sin(qxwl/2)

//2))
qxw/2

(2.48)

The plots for particle density and current components are shown on Fig. 2.4 (lower
panel).

2.6

Discussions of quasi-viscosity

In summary, we have demonstrated the existence of a new type of propagation
regime in the crossover between quantum coherent transport and diffusion. Environmentally induced quantum viscosity (EQV) is the hydrodynamic behavior of a single
quantum particle or of noninteracting quantum particles, brought on by the interplay between wavelike propagation and environmentally induced decoherence. The
fluid-like dynamics of excitations under dissipation can find application in electronics
using viscous effects in the absence of strong interactions between charge carriers.
EQV provides a potential alternative explanation to the results of existing hydrodynamic experiments in settings with small nonlinearity and strong environmental
interaction

[43-46]. In addition to solid-state systems such as encapsulated graphene,

environmentally assisted quantum fluid dynamics might be observable in cold atoms
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between numerical result and analytical approximation. Top panel: numerical simulation for the system for 60x20 sites for yL/v = 2
(similar to the top panel in Fig. 2.2d). Lower panel: corresponding analytical solution
represented by Eq. (2.47).

in optical lattices, photonic crystals 1128] and photonic simulators [129]. Measuring
the value of environmentally induced quantum viscosity should allow the determination of the strength of interaction between quantum particles and their dephasing
environment.

2.7

Non-Markovian dynamics and localization

The core of classical statistical mechanics is the ergodic hypothesis based on equal
probability of all accessible microstates during infinite time evolution. In quantum
mechanics, the ergodic hypothesis can be formulated in the form of Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) connecting ergodic behaviour with the individual eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian [130-133]. Regardless of the initial state, local observables in isolated ETH systems always equilibrate to a the values predicted by
microcanonical ensemble [134-138]. This process of self thermalization is a universal
phenomenon across the wide range of generic many-body systems. However, despite
this apparent universality, some low-dimensional systems with limited number of local
states per unit volume can exhibit a completely different dynamics.
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An alternative to ergodic dynamics is many-body localization (MBL), a generalization of the concept of Anderson localization to the case when interaction between
particles is present 1139-141]. The localization phenomenon appears in several independent problems such as excitation decay in quantum dots [142-144], isolated highly
disordered metals [139, 140] and isolated one-dimensional disordered spin chains [1451481. The local observables in MBL systems, in general, never reach their thermal
equilibrium values. Even highly excited MBL states in extended systems are typically
low-entangled 1149-152] being a promising platform for observation of topological
states of matter beyond zero temperature [153, 154]. The behavior of MBL systems
is essentially non-chaotic [155-159] and can be presented via extensive set of local
integral of motion [160-163]. Signatures of MBL were recently reported in experimental systems such as cold atomic systems in optical lattice [164-1661, trapped ions
[167] and nitrogen-vacancy NMR systems [1681.
Many numerical studies point on the existence of transition between MBL and
ETH phases upon changing of the model parameters or energy density of the system.
Nevetheless, a prediction of MBL phase transition for a particular system remains a
challenge from both analytical and numerical side. Analytical methods are usually
restricted by slow convergence of perturbation theory and essential non-integrability of
ergodic states. From another side, direct numerical studies are limited by exponential
system size scaling of the full many-body Hilbert space. This challenge leaves many
questions unanswered such as the existence of mobility edge, the exact value of critical
exponents, the existence of transition in dimensions higher than one, and other [169,
170].
In this section we propose a toy model in order to reproduce dynamics the local
observables in many-body interacting systems. The model describes free fermion in
higher dimensions exhibiting dynamics with the transition from localized to ergodic.
Local observables of the free fermion model effectively simulate the local observables
in the model of interacting particles. The quantum correlations the model obey area
law for localized states and volume law for extended ones repeating the behavior of
many-body systems.
In comparison, there are several major methods approximating the properties of
generic many-body systems. One approach is the renormalization group which studies
scaling of system parameters after coarse-graining. Also, area-law entangled systems
in MBL phase can be successfully approximated by density matrix product states.
However, the conventional MPS method is not able to describe the system in ergodic
phase and, consequently, the MBL phase transition. There is some recent progress in
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the extension of MPS approximation to the case of ergodic phase but is not clear if
it still can be efficiently applied to the problem of disordered spin chains. Compared
to these methods, our model is fully phenomenological. The core idea of the model
is to capture the effect of many-body interactions avoiding calculation of many-body
correlations in the system.
According to the general theory of phase transitions, phases of matter are defined
by competition between two factors: an ordering mechanism (spin-spin interaction,
phonon-assisted pairing, etc.) and thermal/quantum fluctuations able to destroy the
order. In this context, the MBL phase transition can be imagined as a result of a
competition between Anderson localization favoring the emergence local integrals of
motion and fluctuations produced by electron-electron scattering which mix them.
For weakly excited states, the effect of scattering can be roughly understood as the
uncertainty of quasiparticle levels. If the uncertainty in the energy of localized quasiparticle is larger or comparable to the strength of surrounding static disorder, the
effect of destructive interference goes off, and the quasiparticle gets the ability to
travel diffusively around the system. This effect is similar to transport in systems
coupled to the thermal phonon bath. The crucial difference between interaction with
thermal bath and local many-body coupling is the limited energy exchange restricted
by the Pauli principle, leading to limited energy uncertainty. Typically, single quasiparticle is not able to receive energy larger than the order of value of coupling energy
u. The last means that full localization may break for small disorder strength W « u

»

u. This principle can be extended to high energies
and robust to the scattering if W
using appropriate kinetic equation describing quasiparticle collisions.
As an object of study, we use a time-dependent one-particle density matrix (SPDM)
p(t) which we introduced for free fermion systems in Eq.(). Being expectation value of
single-particle correlations in the many-body state, eigenstates of p(t) approximates
single quasiparticle states in many-body systems. In general, the evolution of p(t) can
be viewed as a dynamical quantum map projecting unitary dynamics in full manybody Hilbert space. To approximate SPDM dynamics, we construct a new model
adding quasi-spin degrees of freedom to free electrons. The interaction in the model
can be represented by on-site random field acting on pseudo-spin degrees of freedom
and representing energy uncertainty for electrons. Projection from new model Hilbert
space to a single particle space by partial tracing over quasi-spin degrees of freedom
gives an approximated evolution of p(t).
As an example, let us consider a model of spinless fermions on disordered lattice
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with a next-neighbor coupling
c cc + h.c.) + Ehini +

H2=

i

<ii>

unini+1

(2.49)

<ii>

where t and u are hopping and coupling constants correspondingly, hi E [-WW]
is a random static disorder with the strength W. The Hamiltonian Eq. (2.49) be
mapped via Jordan-Wigner transformation to the disordered XXZ Heisenberg chain,
the most studied model in the context of MBL phase transition. According to numerical evidence, it has for t = u = 1 a transition between ergodic and MBL phases
at W ~ 3.5.
Let us assume that the full description of the system is given by the density matrix
p^(t). The SPDM can be presented as a projection:
Piu = Tr (j(t)c cj= N
where V,- N- 1 / 2

E

V, (t)Vt,

(2.50)

Ei Ii)(plci

is projection operators generating quantum operation,
cci is number of particles.
VtV, = I, {|)}is a basis in Hilbert space,N=

In non-interacting case, eigenvalues of SPDM correspond to occupation numbers
while eigenvectors are natural orbitals forming the Slater determinant of many-body
eigenstates in j(t). The evolution of natural orbitals is given by free single particle
Hamiltonian:
(2.51)
Ho=
(Ii)(i + 1|+ h.c.)+ hili)(il
which has only localized eigenstates for any finite W > 0 and system never equilibrates
to the universal thermal state.
In the case of finite coupling, SPDM describes product state of quasipaticles rather
than electrons. The evolution of SPDM is given by the non-linear quantum kinetic
equation:
=

-i[Ho, p] +u

dt'K(p,t - t')p(t')

(2.52)

where K is a time-dependent superoperator acting on space of single particle density
operators.
If the coupling is small, one can linearize the problem Eq.(2.52) by omitting
the dependence of operator K on the SPDM K(p, t - t') ~ K(t - t') + O( 2 ).
In mean field approximation, we can keep this linearization for large u. This expression can be further simplified if the typical time scale of scattering defined by
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E

E,

IIK(w)| Iis much smaller than level spacing in Ho (leading
to the Born-Markov approximation). In the last case C(t - t')-~6(t - t') and the Eq.
(2.52) is simplified to the Lindblad form. Apparently, this approximation always lead
to the delocalization and diffusive transport activation as it seen from problems with
optical phonons bath. However, for the disordered problem Eq.(2.49) the Markov
approximation is not applicable since all free eigenstates are localized and the level
spacing can be as large as disorder strength W, while the upper bound on scattering time is of order u. This leads to a conclusion that Eq.(2.52) can be sufficiently
~1 =

IwI|(w)|I/

non-Markovian.
The most general form of Eq.(2.52) after linearization can be presented as projected unitary evolution in extended space
p(t) = TrBUtRoUt,

(2.53)

R E 7-@NB

where Ut = exp(-int), and R is an effective Hamiltonian.
To construct a proper effective Hamiltonian H, we start from the single particle
Hamiltonian Eq.(2.51) and extend it adding an auxiliary quantum number ci a ci,
a = 1,S. To encounter the particle uncertainty, we introduce an auxiliary field Ci
splitting the on-site particle levels
hi

-

(2.54)

hi6 + yC

1. The field operator

where ydefines the level width if the field is normalized Ci
Ci is represented by S x S matrices satisfying conditions.
[CA,C ]

Tr Ci = 0,

(2.55)

0

The first condition ensures that the effective field do not introduce an additional static
disorder. The second condition is needed to make the field generate local uncertainty
of energy. The Hamiltonian of the effective model is given by
t

5=

cc

+ h.c.)+

<ij>,a

hicici +
i'a

iyC.ci

(2.56)

i,a,#

The system Eq.(2.56) may have an interpretation from the quantum information
perspective. Each site in Hamiltonian Eq.(2.56) can be represented by a node in a
quantum network with a graph structure repeating the structure of the many-body
system Eq.(2.49). The network operates on messages containing initial information
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"_ 71

about the spin system. A single message a stored at a nodei is given by wavefunction
acil0), where 10) is a state of network with no messages. Messages are
|$a, i) = E
transfered from one node to another in a coherent way and are processed locally at
each node according to the predetermined program encoded in matrices {EC}. The
capacity of each node is limited to log S quantum bits, restricted by Pauli principle.
In further calculations, we choose C-matrices from random ensemble with uniform
zero trace eigenvalue distribution in range [0, 1] and Haar random eigenvectors. To
simulate ergodic phase, S must grow with the system size. In the future we assume
S = L, however other scaling can be applied.
The density matrix R in-Eq.(2.53) is expressed through the expectation of new
fermion operators and can be reduced to SPDM by tracing out the quasi-spin degrees
of freedom:
(2.57)
Rigaj
pij
Rzia = (cjc),
Similar to density matrix, any expectation value of local single-particle observable

o=

>

Oiscjc can be obtained using generalized SPDM as:

(0)=

SSO
ij

(2.58)

Rigaja

a

To show that the approximate model has a good overlap with exact simulations,
we compare it for a basic setup.

We suppose for t < 0 the many-body system is

in infinite temperature state p^= I being a product of completely mixed states of

perturbed locally by setting one site to be fully occupies p(O) = 1 o3... .|1)(1. ...

.

individual spins (see Fig.2.5a). Let us assume that at the moment t = 0 the system is
We expect the evolution of this system to be completely different on distinct sides
of the phase transition: in fully ergodic phase the excitation completely dissolves in
the system leaving system in the same equilibrium state while in MBL case the final
state will contain correlations near the initial point.
First, we study the dephasing effect characterizing dynamics of off-diagonal elements of SPDM. We use coherence measure c(p) = Ej?

iF|2 to quantify single

particle correlations between sites. Initially, the system is in a product states and
the coherence is zero. After a short time compared to the inverse hopping term in
the Hamiltonian Eq.(2.49), the excitation start spreading through the system semicoherently involving superposition between sites. However, due to the many-body
dephasing, at later time the coherence decrease down to some saturated value. This
dependence is shown in Fig. 2.5c as blue lines for both direct simulations and ap-
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proximated behavior for two values of disorder. It can be concluded, that dephasing
predicted by quantum network capture approximately the effect of many-body dephasing. Another way to compare the direct simulations and approximated evolution
is look on a parameters characterizing thermalization. For this we use normalized
Renyi entropy SR(p)= - log(Tr p2 )/log(L) characterizing the closeness of the state
to the completely mixed state. In thermodynamic limit, for ergodic phase SR -+ 1
corresponding to completely mixed state in the limit of long time evolution t -+ 00.
The both curves for direct simulation and approximations is shown on Fig.2.5c as
red lines. Finally, one may ask if direct simulation p and approximated values p' are
close from the quantum information perspective using Kullback-Leibler divergence
D(p||p') = Tr p(log p - log p'). The density plot demonstrating the dependence D on
coupling and disorder parameters are shown on Fig.2.5b.
Next, we show that the model Eq.(2.56) has localization phase transition of its
single particle levels. In the ETH phase, system energy levels follow the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble (GOE) statistics implying Wigner-Dyson law for distribution of
level spacings s,, = E+1 - En. In the MBL phase, eigenvalues are not correlated and
follow the Poisson distribution. To check this explicitly, we divide the whole energy
density spectrumx (E- Em)/(Em
- Em) on small intervals and compute
the ratio of consecutive level spacings r = (min(sa, sn+1)/max(sn, sn+1)) [145]. This
parameter has value rGOE ~ 0.5307 for GOE ensemble and rp = 2ln 2 -1

0.386 for

Poisson distribution. The dependence of r-parameter on disorder for several values
of system size is shown on Fig. 2.6a. For weak disorder the parameter is quite
close to GOE value while for the strong disorder it is much smaller and lowers with
increasing the system size. The approximate crossing point of these lines defines
the point of the phase transition corresponding to We ~ 1.5. Collapsing curves
by scaling W -+

(W - Wc)Ll/ and minimizing the deviation, we can derive the

curve separating MBL and ETH phases. We combine this curve with color plot
of inverse participation ratio (IPR) for eigenstates r = EZ(E@I | 2) 2. The MBL
phase consistently coincides with the region with small IPR corresponding to spatially
localized states.
Finally, we look on the quantum correlation in the system. In localized regime
system obey are law of entanglement while the fluctuation of bipartite entanglement
have peak near the point of phase transition. Since pure state in the exact manybody theory may be represented by mixed states in approximated theory, we use the
mutual information to define the bipartite quantum correlations I = SR + SL - S
where S is the entropy of the full system and SR and SL are entropies of left/right
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part of the system after tracing out opposite part.
If system is non-interacting, the entropy of the system can expressed using single
particle correlations.

Let

{n,} be eigenvalues of R, R@b, = n,,. The entropy of

non-interacting fermionic system then can be found as

n, log(n,)+ (1 - n,) log(1 - n,)

S(R) =

(2.59)

The mutual information in this case can be

I=

S(R1) + S(RL)

-

S(R)

(2.60)

where RR and RL are a matrices obtained from R by discarding all elements corresponding to an opposite side. The corresponding eigenvalues of matrices RR,L are
nR' = n,

|@b|2

(2.61)

a,iER,L

To characterize one particular state of the Hamiltonian, one may use expression for
single particle bipartite entropy:

S[4] =

Sp

log p, + (1 -p') log(1 - Ps),

(2.62)

s=1,2

where P1,2 = EZ,iE,L Iia|2
The Fig.

2.6c shows the standard deviation of entropy standard deviation as

a function of disorder strength. The Fig.

2.6d shows the evolution of many-body

bipartite entanglement for system in initial random product state in MBL phase.
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Appendix A: Equations of motion

In this section we derive the equations of motion on the probability density and
current density using the Eq. (2.7). The dynamics of probability density is connected
to the current density as
--

--

at
-

a

iv

p(r + ek,r) - p(r,r +ek))

p(r - ek,r) - p(r, r - ek)

a (p(r+ek,r)

(2.63)
- p(r,r + ek)) -z
=

(p(r - e,r - ek +e k)- p(r - ek+ek,r - ek))

--SiJk
k

where the discrete (left) derivative on a function of vector on the lattice
defined as Dif(r) = (f(r) - f(r - ek))/a.

f(r)

is

In the continuous limit, a -+ 0, the

discrete derivative transforms into the gradient, Dj -+
is exactly the continuity condition Eq..

Vk.

In this limit, Eq. (2.63)

The time derivative of the current density vector, in turn, is
2

a kV

t

J + a

=
at1

(p(r

+ek+el,r)--p(r+ek,r +)ei)

V2

V2
+ a

S2

p(r +elr +ek) - p(r,r +ek +e))
(2.64)
p(r +ek -elr)

- p(r +ekr -ei)

p(r -el,r+ek)

- p(r,r+ek

ei)

We rearrange this expression separating the terms containing diagonal and off-diagonal
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entries in the density matrix only, and then combine them into groups such as

at

=-

Jk

V2

+ a

a
a

p(r +ek,r +ek) - P(r,r)

(p(r + ek + ei, r) + p(r,r + ek + ei))

V2

(p(r - el +ek +e,r - ei)+ p(r - e,r - el +ek +ei)

-

+

2v 2
-

(

SJk-

V2

(2.65)

p(r +ek - el,r)+ p(r,r +ek - ei))
15k

V2

(p(r +el +ek - ei,r +el)+ p(r+el,r +el +ek -ei))

ifk

One can rewrite this expression in the compact form
-JJ - 2v 2DP+vDFk +vZ(D'F -vD F--

=t

I#k

where D f (r) = (f(r +

ek)-

(2.66)

15k

f(r))/a is the discrete (right) derivative, and we used

the short notations for the first order correlation functions F = v(p(r+ek± el, r)+
p(r, r + ek
Eq..

e)), Fk= Fkk. In the continuous limit, this expression transforms into

Similar algebra can be used to express the dynamics of parameters F. As follows
from Eq.,
k

at

- i F-

k

p(r + ek ±el +er) - p(r +ek ± e,r +em,)
m

-

iv2E(p(r

+ em,r +ek ± el) - P(r,r + ek± el + em)
(2.67)

(p(r + ek± el - em,r) - p(r + ek± e,r - em)

-

i2

aZ(P(r - em,r +ek± el) - p(r,r + ek± el - em))
m

Let us consider first the expression for F2 in the case k 1 1. Similar to the equations
for current density, we separate terms containing different orders of correlation in the
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density matrix
OF+
k1--F

.

+

kl4

at

2

V-(p(r +el

+ekIr +eI)

p(r +eir

-

a~'I

+el +ek)-

i2

fvp(r

+ ekr) - p(r,r + ek)

+iv 2 (p(r+ek+el,r+ek)-p(r +ek,r+ek+el)
iv2
a p(r + el, r) - p(r, r

+ el)

a E(p(r + ek + e + em, r) - p(r, r + ek + e + em))
ilv2

el + em,r - em) - p(r - em, r - em + ek - el + em)
a E(p(r - em + ek +
M

2

-

E(p(r + ek + e - ern, r) - p(r, r +
ek - el - em)
mf k,l

+ iv

2

(p(r

+ em + ek

- el -em, r + em) - p(r+

em, r + em - ek +--ei

em)

m~kl

(2.68)

a

F(rt) = - TF(r,t) + vDJk(r, t) + vD'Ji(r, 0) + I

,

This expression can be combine into the compact form
(2.69)

where the last term is
=

-yvD'Fk+(r,t)+ E
M

vD'F-; (r,t),

k 7 l

(2.70)

mfhk,I

where FM = iv(p(r + ek ± el k em,r) - p(r,r+ekke1 kem).

In the similar fashion, one may obtain the dynamic equations for the case k = 1,
aFk
D Rj +10
at=-yFk+ vDJk + kk,

j

-

5vDF+5vDF+ (2.71)
vDk F+M + E vDk k-m

- E

Ikk

as well as for the
a
0F9(r,t)=-yF, (r,t) - vDf Jk (r, t) - vD RJ(r - ei) + Ij,
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(2.72)

where the last term is

S

Ii =

vDR F-- (r,t) - E vD' F

mk

(r,t),

k

#1

(2.73)

m54

The expressions in Eqs.(2.69)-(2.72) result in Eq.(2.20) in the continuous limit.

Appendix B: The memory function
To derive the memory function, we first rewrite the dynamics of the system in
terms of variables representing conserved quantities. For example, in the ballistic
regime, i.e. y = 0, the integral over lattice volume for each of probability density
and current density are a conserved quantity. Additionally, thermodynamic coherent
quantum systems obey infinite number of conserved quantities scaling linearly with
the system volume. As we show below, it is possible to express the full set of conserved
quantities as
Fn=

jdrfn(r, t),

fn(r,t)= i(n)v(p(r,r+n)+(-1)c(n)p(r+n,r)),

(2.74)

where n is d-dimensional vector of integers, and
n=

c(n)=

nke,

nk

(2.75)

k

Here and below we refer to

E

fn(r, t)

as quantum correlation function of orderq(n)=

Ink I.

It is straightforward to see that the correlation function of zeroth order q = 0
is nothing but the probability density up to the factor, P(r, t) = fo(r, t)/2v. Similarly,
the current density components Jk(r, t) are exactly the correlation functions of order
, = 1. Below we show that dynamics of general correlation functions fn(r, t) is
described by a set of continuity equations connecting high orders to lower ones. At
the next step, we exclude the high order correlation functions from the equations of
motion, leaving the equations on the probability density and the current density only.
The latter method works for a system in the presence of the dephasing too; therefore,
from the start, we consider the general case y # 0.
To derive the equations of motion, we use Eq. (2.7). Taking the time derivative simultaneously of the left- and the right-hand side of the second expression in Eq. (2.74),
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we substitute the time derivatives of density operators from Eq., and obtain
(r, t)

=

-fn(r, t)
a ~d

-V ic(n)

(p(r + ek, r + n) + (-_
k=1

c(n) p(r

+ n + ek, )

(2.76)

(=il

- p(r,r + n +ek)

-(-jc(n)pt

(r+ njr+ ek

.

a

To simplify the analysis, one can use the mixed Fourier-Laplace transformation for
space and time respectively, and rewrite the equation for corresponding transformation components,
(2.77)

dtfn (r, t)est-ir,

J

fn(q, s)=

ro

To perform the Laplace transform, we need to specify correlation function values at
the initial moment of time, t 0. Without a loss of generality, we assume that the
particle density is P(r, t = 0)= Po(r) and the system has no quantum correlations
initially,
(2.78)
fn(r, t = 0) = 0 if q(n) > 1,
where the expression in Eq. (2.78) also includes the current density.
In the Fourier-Laplace representation, after rearranging, the equations receive
their compact form,
sfn(q, s) = -yfn(q,

s)-v

(Dkfn+ek(q,

s)-D*,fnek(q,

),

D

=

k

(2.79)
In the limit a -+ 0, the Fourier transform of discrete derivative Dk obtains its continuous form, Dqk -+ iqk. Adding the continuity equation for the density (Eq.),
we obtain the set of equation describing local variables and high order correlation
functions together,
sP(q, s)= Po(q) - i E, qmJm(q, s)
sJk(q, s)= -yJk(q, s) - 2iv 2 qkP(q, s) - iv>

,qk'fe,+e,(q, s)
-iV

sfn(q, s)= -- yfn(q, s) - iv

qm

fn+em (q, s)

k'#k qk'fe-e,

+ fn-em (q, s)),

(q, s),

7(n) > 2
(2.80)

where Po(q) is the Fourier transform of the initial at the time t= 0.
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This set of

equation gives an equivalent description of the system compared with the density
operator.
To integrate out the high order correlations in Eq. (2.80), we need to express

fe+e q, s) and feeq, s) as a function of the current density. The expression in a
compact form can be obtained if we associate with each variable f"(q, s) a position
on a square lattice In), and rewrite the last expression in Eq. (2.80) as
(s + 7 + ivq -T)|f (q, s)) = -iv

qm Jk (q, s)IPkm) (2.81)
k,m

E. fn(q,

em) +|em - ek)) 1 -

6

km),

s)In), the state |Wkm) =

lek +em)+I-

the short notation is q. T =

(ek +em))+ (Iek

Em qmTm,

-

where If(q, s)) =

and matrices Tm

are defined as
Tm

l

q (n), q(n') > 1

where

|n')(n+em+h.c.,

(2.82)

n,n'eS

Using Eq. (2.81), we can express the variables fekem as
d1

+'qm'Jk(q,

(ekeml

feem(q, s) = (ekiemIf (q, s)) = -iv

s)

m',k'=1

(2.83)
This expression, after substitution in Eq. (2.80), results in the equation on the
current density,
sJk (q, s) = -7yJk (q, s) - 2iv 2qP(q, s) +

Kkk'(q, s)Jk,(q, s),

(2.84)

k'

where the memory function is
Kkk (q, s) = -v2

(km

m)

s + s+ +ivq -

mm'
where | Okm) = Iek

+ em) +lek - em)(1 -

(2.85)

T

km).

Let us demonstrate now that this general result reduces to Eq. (2.7). To obtain
the Markov approximation, we neglect the dependence on s. Then, let us expand the
expression in Eq. (2.85) and take only first order in v/y (Born approximation). As
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result, we obtain

Kkk

(q,s)= -

E

qq(Okm

Ik'm') +0O

(2.86)

mm

(-kk (q+2

I: qm +2(1- 6kk)qkqk) +

O(k)

mok

Inserting this expression in Eq. (2.84), we obtain the result which coincides with our
result in Eq..

Memory function in ID.
Let us consider the case of ID system. In this case we can use a single integer index
n for indexing correlation functions, and also a single wavector component q, -- q.
The simplicity of the structure of operator qT, in ID allows to obtain the analytical
expression for the memory function in Eq. (2.80). To do this explicitly, let us rewrite
the set ofID continuity equations in Eq. (2.80),
sfn(q, s) = -7fn(q, s) - ivq(f

(q, s) + fn+1(q, s)),

(2.87)

into the form of a recurrence equation,
fn+1(q, s) = -ivqX(q, s)fn(q, s),

n > 1.

(2.88)

where X(q, s) is a function which assumed to not depend on the index n. Inserting
this condition into Eq.(2.87), and rearranging it in the form of recurrence condition,
f~(q~s)=-ivq
fn(q, s) = +
vq
s+

-Y+ v2q2X(q,

sfn-I(q, s)

(2.89)

s)

we get another recurrence equation which needs to be compared with Eq.(2.89). The
consistency require the function X(q, s) to satisfy a quadratic equation,
v22

(2.90)

+ (s + 7)X - 1 = 0

This expression has two possible solutions,

vq2

-s + 7

2
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(s + y)

4

2

+ v2g2

~

)

X(q, S) =

(2.91)

The physical solution must satisfy X(q, s) -+ 0 as q -

0, since transport is vanishing

in absence of gradients. Therefore we need to choose plus sign in Eq. (2.91).

Using

expression for X(q, s), one can express the memory function as

K(q, s)=

-s+7

2

4

2

+ v 2q 2

(2.92)

To illustrate the transition between coherent and diffusive transport, we use the memory function to derive the Green's function G(x, t) for density defined as

P(x, t)=

J

dx'G(x - x', t)P(x', 0)

(2.93)

In the Fourier-Laplace space,

1

1

G(q, s) -_-1(2.94)
'q
s + 2K(q, s)

V(s +

7) 2-+

4v 2 q2 _ y

In the limit of strong dephasing, - 3 oo, this expression reduces to Green's function

for diffusive motion, while for vanishing dephasing, y -

0 it has a lightcone with

velocity v,

1

lim G(q, s)=
O

s2

+

lim G(q, s)=

,

4V292

-oo

1
s+2L2 q2

(2.95)

The plot of the Green's function after the transformation to the time-space domain

is shown in Fig. 2.1b.
In terms of propagation, it is instructive to consider a wavepacket localized at

initial time, P(x, 0)=
o 2 (t)

=

(x). The width of the wavepacket u(t) can be defined as

x

2
G(x,
t)dx = -

-oo

Jd

dse-

c-zoo

a2

G(q, s)

(2.96)

aq=O

Inserting Eq. (2.94) into this expression, we obtain
o 2 (t) =

2V+ 1C- t-

(2.97)

As discussed previously, this expression shows ballistic behavior for short times and

diffusive dynamics at the later times,
lim

t--+0

(t) ~ Vt,

lim o-(t) ~ v-+

t-+oo)
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(2.98)
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Figure 2.7: Wavepacket propagation in the presence of dephasing. a, Time
dependence of the density deistrubution for a wavepacket for v = 1, - = 1 with
the initial box-shaped profile P(x, 0) = 0.5, x E [-1, 1]. b, The dispersion a 2 (t)
as function of time for initially localized wavepacket P(x, 0) = 6(x). In logarithmic
scale, the crossover is evident between the crossover from ballistic regime 2 ' t2 to
diffusive regime o2 ~ t.
where D = 2y2/v is the diffusion coefficient and u = v is wavepacket ballistic spreading velocity. At the same time the velocity of the wavepacket "lightcone" is u' = 2v
(see Fig. 2.1b). The behavior of the wavepacket dispersion is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

Appendix C: Numerical Simulation Methods
To derive the exact solutions shown in Fig. 2.2, we use numerical simulations for a
2D system of finite size. For a system of physical size L, x L. we consider a lattice with
dimensions N2 x Ny, where N,= L.R2 and N,= LyRy. Here, R" and Ry are space
resolutions which can be varied depending on the accessible computational resources.
At the moment of publications, the power of personal computer is enough to perform
computations for Rk

-

10 - 100. Then, the density operator p is represented by a

normalized matrix NN x NNy. The evolution of the density matrix was simulated
using the discrete time recurrence relation
Pn+1 = UmpnU

- -yL(p)At + SAt + O(At2 ),

(2.99)

where p is the density matrix at the turn n corresponding to time tn = nAt, At «
1
is a time step, L is a linear superoperator acting on the density
min(N- 1, N- ,--')
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matrix as
(2.100)

n = n'

0,

L(p)nn,=

and S is a source term matrix defined separately for each problem (see below). The
expression uses the infinitizemal unitary
U

(2.101)

= exp(-iHoAt)

instead of the commutator in Eq. to avoid the effects of the O(Atn) corrections
leading to the instability at longer times. The 2D Hamiltonian has a represntation in
form of the matrix
(2.102)
0±Iy +RyI 0Ty,
Ho = RxT
where the matrices are
0 1 0 0..
1 0 1 0

1 0 0 0..
0 1 0 0 ..
Ik

0 01

0 0 0

..
1..

,

0
0

Tk=

1 0 1..
0 1 0..

(2.103)

where Ix,Tx and Iy, Ty are Nx x Nx and Ny x Ny matrices correspondingly, and A 0B
denotes the tensor product of matrices A and B.
The initial value for the density matrix po can be chosen arbitrarily since steady
state for y/ 10 does not depend on the initial conditions. For a particular system
geometry, good choice of initial conditions may facilitate the fast convergence of the
density matrix to the steady state. Nevertheless, the density matrix can be chosen
as identity matrix, po = N-'II Iy, without a loss of generality, whereA = NxNy.
We assume that the steady state p, exists and can be approximated by matrix
pn at time step n with an error E if
(2.104)

||Pn+1 - Pn||1 <

For normed density matrix |p||~ 1 therefore, using the triangle inequality, one may
suggest that reliable result is achieved if E
-

102.

1. In practice, for many cases E can be

Importantly, the number of steps required to achieve

the particular error E increases rapidly with E-

and -y1

.

as small as E = 10-1

«

The the particle density and the current density can be derived using the matrix
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elements of the density operator,
N
pn(m, m),
Lx Ly

Jx(x, y, nAt) = N

LxLy

YIm p(m m +

JY(X, y, nAt) =
where m = (Ny[Nxx/L]

+ [Nyy/Ly]),

Im p(m, m + Ny),

(2.105)

1

)

P(x, y, nAt) =

[x] denotes the floor function, and the coef-

ficients depend on the total number of particles in the system N and the hopping
parameter v. Note, that m varies here from 0 to NxNy - 1 as in many programming
languages such as Python and C++.

To visualize the current stream lines, one can use the stream function,

(x, y) = Jdr x J,

(2.106)

where C is an arbitrary trajectory between points with coordinates x = 0, y = 0 and
x, y. The contour lines for the function b(x, y) are shown in Fig. 2.2d and Fig. 2.4
as the stream lines.

Flow between two surface planes. Exact vanishing the current at the boundary is a hard problem from numerical prospective described above since it requires
arbitrarily small error E. Therefore it is more convenient to use the linearity of the
problem, as we show in the previous sections, and present the solution in the form
of superposition of two different solutions p = Pi + P2, where we assume pi to be
a solution of homogeneous problem with a current density Jo = 0, J, = Jo at any
point of space.

The density operator P2 can be found as a solution for a problem

with current source S acting at the boundaries representing collisions at the surfaces.
Numerically, this effect can be simulated using the source function

S = -iyFP @ TYC,
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(2.107)

where the matrices are
0 0

0

1

0

0..

0 0 .. 0 0

-1

0

1

0..

0

-1

0

1

0 0

0

0

-1

0

1

..

..

1 0 ..
P.

,

0 0

..

0

..

0

0

Ty=

..

(2.108)

where 7 is chosen such that current vanishes at the boundaries, Jy(tL /2, y)+Jo = 0.
In practice, we can derive the solution of numerical problem with arbitrarily chosen
7y (e.g. y = 1) first, and then combine it with an appropriate current density value
Jo. Since we are interested in normalized current density or the resistance, the value
of Jo drops from the final result.
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Chapter 3
Strongly-disordered Floquet systems
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3.1

Floquet systems

The dynamics of nonequilibrium quantum systems has been a subject of active
and recent study with experiments involving several dozens of qubits [171, 172]. A
promising technique for creating nonconventional states of matter is by the application
of a time-periodic field (e.g., to interacting cold atoms). These nonequilibrium states
of matter are frequently referred to as Floquet phases [55, 173]. The propositions
and realizations include Floquet topological insulators [58-62], anomalous FloquetAnderson insulators [174-176], discrete time crystals [76, 177] etc. Remarkably, the
controlled periodic driving helps create Majorana modes with non-Abelian braiding
statistics potentially useful in topological quantum computation [74, 75, 178].
Local disorder is inevitable in realizing such nonequilibrium phases. Yet engineered systems can utilize artificial disorder as a tool for control [175, 177]. For
example, disorder leads to many-body localization [179, 180] preventing uncontrolled
heating [76, 181] and stabilizing topological phases of matter [182-185]. Disorder
is also responsible for phase transitions [72, 73, 186-188]. Even though topological
phases in equilibrium are universally robust against disorder, their Floquet counterparts may not be. In low-dimensional systems, the stability is typically granted by
the Anderson localization preserving the bulk mobility gap, even if the disorder closes
the bulk spectral gap [189, 190]. The same mechanism protects Floquet topological
phases at high frequencies [71]. However, if the driving frequency is finite, Anderson localization may break down depending on the driving amplitude and disorder
strength [191-194]. In this regime, nothing can preserve the topological phase if the
bulk spectral gap is closed by disorder.
Despite the numerical frontiers [71-73], it is very difficult to quantify disordered
Floquet systems in general. Even though in the limits of high driving frequency
and weak disorder one can use techniques such as perturbation theory, many current
realizations operate outside these limits [74-76]. This raises the following questions:
Are Floquet topological phases preserved under finite frequency and strong disorder?
And if there is a disorder-induced transition into a trivial phase, can one quantify the
critical point in the thermodynamic limit?
In this chapter, we leverage on modern free probability theory and ideas inspired
by random matrices to answer these questions. The local disorder in the Hamiltonian
introduces a correction to the Floquet Hamiltonian (Eq. (3.2)). At finite driving
frequencies, this correction is the sum of (potentially infinitely) many noncommuting
terms in the Magnus expansion. Due to its nonlocality and randomness, we find that
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Figure 3.1: Schematics. A An isolated disordered quantum system represented
by trapped cold atoms. The time periodic field V(t) induces a transition from a
trivial to a topological phase. B The phase diagram for the system in the presence
of local disorder. An increase of the disorder strength W induces a phase transition
at Wc ~ A 1 2 ,where A0 is the gap of the clean system.

this correction has level statistics very similar to the Gaussian orthogonal (GOE) or
unitary (GUE) ensembles depending on the problem (Figs. 3.2 A and B). We propose
an effective model for the disordered Floquet Hamiltonian, in which the correction is
replaced by a single generic random matrix proportional to the strength of disorder
(Eq. (3.4)). We use free probability theory to analytically demonstrate that the effective Floquet Hamiltonian does indeed exhibit a topological phase at a finite strength
of disorder and finite driving frequency. We also find a critical strength of disorder
beyond which the spectral gap closes. Consequently, a transition is potentially induced from a topological into a trivial metallic phase. The resulting phase diagram
is shown in Fig. 3.1B. We compare the universal analytical results against exact diagonalization for the disordered Kitaev chain and the 2D Bernevig- Hughes-Zhang
(BHZ) model (see Fig.3.3).

3.2

Disorder problem in Floquet systems

Consider the problem of noninteracting particles on a lattice. It is useful to divide
the Hamiltonian into three parts: the translationally invariant static part Ho, the
static local disorder 6V, and the applied external time-periodic driving field V(t)
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(Fig. 3.1A). Therefore,
V(t) = V(t +r7),

H(t) = Ho + V + V(t),

(3.1)

where r is the driving period. Since topological phases in the integer quantum Hall
universality class are often understood in terms of free particles, we leave the effects
of many-body interactions for future work.
Let us first focus on the clean system. By the Floquet-Bloch theorem, the total
time evolution at discrete times t = nr is given by the unitary operator Un = (UF)n,
where UF = exp(-iTHF) =

Texp (-ifdt'H(t')), T denotes chronological time

ordering, and HF is the Floquet Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian HF defines a new

Depending on the field V(t), this phase can be

quantum (Floquet) phase [182].

equivalent to the initial phase of H0 , or be different. Here we focus on the latter case
where the field V(t) is designed to convert a trivial into a topological phase [55, 195].
Next we look at the role of disorder, 6V, which may be represented by a diagonal
random matrix. Periodic driving V(t) and 6V dress the bare Floquet Hamiltonian
into a disordered Floquet Hamiltonian H defined by

(3.2)

H> =H±VF

where

6

=

F

+ EVF,

-

HF

Z;>i½ TE- with the coefficients

VF

6V1 = 6V7,
denoting by

{.}

6V =

[K{H(t) + V} - K{H(t)}],

a functional. Kj is the fth term in the Magnus expansion (Ref.

(3.3)

[55]

and Appendix A). In contrast to the random on-site potential6V, in principle, each
6V contributes nonzero off-diagonal entries to the matrix 6VF, making the effective
disorder nonlocal.
If the high driving frequency limit Q = 27r/T
can be neglected.

-+

oc, the higher-order corrections

As a result, 6VF acts similarly to the local disorder 6V, leading

to the localization of eigenstates. In this situation, HF + 6VF always describes the
topological phase as soon as a mobility gap is present in the system.
On the other hand, if Q is finite, the higher order terms in Eq.(3.3) cannot be
ignored as

T

may exceed the radius of convergence of Eq.(3.3). Consequently, the off-

diagonal entries in 6VF are not negligible. Physically, this corresponds to emergence
of driving-induced Landau-Zener transitions between localized states responsible for
the breakdown of Anderson localization. In this regime, if the spectral gap closes, the
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Floquet topological phase is breaking with following disorder-induced transition to a
trivial phase.
In general, obtaining the exact spectral properties of Eq. (3.2) analytically is
formidably difficult, mainly limited by the noncommutativity. Further numerical
simulations are limited for large system sizes. However, there are many nondiagonal
corrections appearing in Eq.(3.3); the disorder SV added to H(t) smears all over
the effective Floquet Hamiltonian (i.e., 6VF in Eq. (3.2)). It then seems plausible to
assume that the resulting 6 VFshould mimic a generic Hermitian random matrix. Indeed, in Figs. 3.2 A and B, we show the accuracy by which the level statistics ofSVF
are represented by the standard Gaussian ensembles. We will return to this below.
Therefore, the effective Hamiltonianwe propose is:
Hj

(3.4)

HFAM

where the matrix M is chosen from the Gaussian ensemble with eigenvalues in [-2, 2],
which in the limit of infinite size would follow the semicircle law [196], and A =
with o(A) = ETr (A)/dim(A) denoting the empirical mean of the matrix
A. Physically, Hf describes acomDetition between the topological phase (A <Ac)
V/(6 VF)

and featureless chaotic phase (A > Ac), where Ac is a critical point. This model
describes the transitions in a finite range of disorder strength and may not retain the
precision in the limit of high disorder W
Q in which the target Floquet Hamiltonian
is expected to exhibit Poissonian quasienergy level statistics.

»

The value of the parameter A depends on both disorder strength W and driving
period r (see Appendix A). In the weak disorder limit A ~~ a(r)W/V, where a(T)
is a dimensionless parameter. At high driving frequencies a(T) = 1 + O(T 2 ). This
approximation is valid if the period of driving is less than the radius of convergence
of Eq. (3.3) 1. At low frequencies, limOo a(T) = ao, where ao is a constant that
depends on the model. In the strong disorder limit, assuming that the eigenvalues of
SVFTare evenly distributed in the interval [-7r,ir], we get Ar ~r/_V. The value of

A plays the role of a phenomenological parameter in the model.
To this end, and before presenting the analytical machinery, we demonstrate our
results in the context of two widely studied models, the Kitaev chain and the 2D
Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model. For numerical simulations, both models can

'Radius of convergence is given by

fJH(t)||dt<ir, see
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Appendix A

be represented as particular cases of a fermion hopping on a lattice:
Ho = 1](ra r) (r + a| + h.c. )+pfto,

(3.5)

r,aEA

where A = {a} is the set of primitive vectors on the lattice, raand 1 o are Hermitian
matrices, and y is the chemical potential. We choose the driving field and disorder
to be
V(t) = F(t),

SV = ro

hrr)(rl,

(3.6)

r

where 0(t) = sgn(sin t), and hr is uniformly random in [-W, W].
As the first example, we take the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian for the
Kitaev chain [197], which has the form of Eq. (3.5) with FX = iAo-% + Joz, o = U2
and F = fu. The oa's are the Pauli matrices, A is the superconducting pairing,
J > 0 is the hopping constant, and f is the amplitude of the external driving. In
the absence of driving, the clean system is an archetypal example of a 1D topological
superconductor, exhibiting a topological phase transition at Ipl = 2J. When IpI < 2J,
the system is in the topological phase hosting two Majorana zero-energy modes at
each end of the chain, and is in the trivial phase otherwise. However, recent proposals
[74, 75] suggest that when |lj > 2J, the Kitaev chain may also exhibit topological
states if a local periodic field is applied (f f 0). In this case, Majorana modes
can exist for quasienergies e = 0 and E = Q/2. We focus on the stability of the
E = 0 Majorana mode against disorder present in the system, and we assume similar
behavior for the E = Q/2 mode.
Numerically, we find that strong disorder destroys the induced topological Floquet phase by closing the spectral gap. Fig. 3.2C demonstrates this transition for the
average topological charge N = -(sign(Pf(iHF)))di,where
Fis the Floquet Hamiltonian in the Majorana representation (it is Hermitian and purely imaginary), and
Pf is Pfaffian. If N = 1, the system is in a topological phase, while in the disordered
trivial phase N = 0. Vanishing of the gap corresponds to the transition from N = 1
to N = 0. Fig. 3.3A shows the closing of the gap at the critical disorder strength. The
analytical predictions of the effective theory Eq.(3.4) with A = W are also presented
in Fig. 3.3A. The analytical calculation of the gap (white solid curve) and zero-energy
mode (white dashed line) show good agreements with exact diagonalization.
Similar results can be obtained in 2D by choosing a square lattice with F=
-izu + Bu, r = -40-y + Bz, and Mr = hr + (A - 4B + fsgn(sin Qt))u. Here
A is a velocity parameter, B defines the inverse kinetic mass, A is the bulk band
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Figure 3.2: Effect of disorder. A, B Level spacing distribution for the middle of
the spectrum of JVF for Floquet Kitaev chain and Floquet BHZ models, respectively,
for W = 0.5. Red curves are the level spacing distribution for GOE (A) and GUE
(B), respectively. C, D The topological charge and Bott index as a function of the
disorder for the Kitaev chain and BHZ models, respectively. The dashed step function
is the expected behavior in the thermodynamic limit. The parameters of the models
are as in Fig. 3.3.
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prediction (Eq.(3.11)) with A = W and the Majorana state, respectively. B DOS of
Floquet BHZ model on a square lattice 20 x 20 and mixed periodic (x-direction) and
open (y-direction) boundary conditions near quasienergy E = Q/2. (Level widening
applied y = 0.210-2-r). The white curve is the analytical gap prediction given by
Eq.(3.11) with A = 0.9W, and the dashed curves are the analytical prediction for
behavior of the mid-gap states given by Eq.(3.12). C Analytic calculations of bulk
DOS for the model Eq.(3.4), as described below Eq. (3.9). D Analytic result for the
mid-gap states given by Eq.(3.12).
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gap, and hr is the static disorder. The long-wavelength limit of this model coincides
with the seminal BHZ theory [198] Ho = E di(k)o, where d(k) = (Ak ,Aky, A
B(k2+ k )). For A/B > 0, the disordered system is characterized by the Bott index
[199, 200] C = 1 and hosts topologically protected states at the edge. Similar to the
Kitaev chain, the trivial phase A/B < 0 can be converted into a topological phase by
applying a periodic driving field f 4 0. The effect of disorder is shown in Fig.3.2D
and Fig. 3.3C. In Fig. 3.3C, the white solid curve and dashed white curves are the
gap and edge states, respectively; both are analytically computed. The discreteness
of edge states is due to the finite size.
The efficacy of Hf (Eq. (3.4)) in capturing the exact HF (Eq. (3.2)) is easily
demonstrated in the models we studied by examining the matrixjVF= HF-HF Iw=0
Remarkably, VF turns out to be a nonlocal matrix with level statistics close to
the Wigner-Dyson law (Fig.3.2 A-B). Interestingly, the renormalized disorder 6 VF
approximately follows the GOE and GUE statistics for the ID Kitaev chain and 2D
BHZ Hamiltonian, respectively. Whether GOE or GUE level statistics is dictated by
the dimension of the lattice is a question we leave for future work.
We proceed with our main goal of analytically solving spectral properties of Hf
(Eq. (3.4)). The main tool enabling this is free probability theory[77, 201-203], which
we now introduce. Free probability theory (FPT) extends the conventional probability
theory to the noncommuting random variables setting. Recall the W notation V(A) =
(ETrA)/dim(A), and Ak = Ak - p(Ak). Two random matrices A and B are freely
independent (or free) if all expectation values of cross-term correlators vanish in the
infinite size limit. That is,That is W(Aki B" ...

Akn Bin) = 0 (see Refs. [203, 204] for

a comprehensive definition). The free independence is immediate if either A or B is
chosen independently from the Gaussian ensemble. Therefore, in Eq. (3.4), HFand
AM are free.
The input to the theory is the Cauchy transform of the DOS of the summands
GA(z)= s((z- A)- 1 ) and GB(z)= y((z - B)-). The integral representation of
PA(E), of matrix A is (similarly for B) is
GA(z) = -I
27rif
Ja

z- E

(3.7)

The R transform is defined by RA(w) = GA (w) - w- 1 , where GA is the functional
inverse (similarly for B). Recall that in standard probability theory, the additive
quantity for sums of scalar random variables is the log characteristics. In FPT, the
analogous additive quantity is the R transform, which in turn defines the Cauchy
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transform of the sum GA+B(E). One then obtains the DOS from GA+B(E), with the
caveat that the technical challenge often is the inversion of GA+B(E) to obtain the
density. Below, HFand AM replace A and B, respectively (see the next section).
The R transform of Hf in Eq.(3.4) is Ryf(w) = RnF(w)+ RM(w). This is
equivalent to
1
G`f (w) = G` (w) + G` (w) (3.8)
At energies not much larger than the Floquet band gap A, the bulk DOS of the
topological Hamiltonian HFis approximated byPHF (E) _ poE/ E2- A, where po is
the DOS in the vicinity of the gap. The DOS of AM is the well-known semicircle law
4A2 - 2. The Cauchy transform w = GHeff(E) can be derived
from the condition Eq. (3.8), which is equivalent to
pAM(E) =

(27rA2 )-

E = A2w +

Vr20

°

.

(3.9)

_

The DOS is then obtained from the imaginary part of the Cauchy transform, p(e)=
r--1 Imw. Energies E for which w is real in Eq. (3.9) correspond to zero density of
states - i.e., the band gap. The real solutions of w occur for A < Ac, with
Ac = vAo/7rpo.

(3.10)

Ac defines the critical point for the phase transition, where two bands merge and the
gap vanishes (Fig. 3.3B). Let A(A) be the band gap as a function of the effective
disorder strength A. For JEl < A, one has
A(A) = Ao

[1 -

(7rpoA2/Ao)2/3]

3

/2 ,

A< A,

(3.11)

and A(A) = 0 for A > Ac.
We turn our attention to the behavior of the surface states energies e, situated
in the bulk band gap, where y can be either a discrete or a continuous quantum
number. To evaluate E,(A), one can use the fact that the number of surface states
is small compared to bulk ones. This allows us to derive the spectrum, considering
them as small corrections to the Cauchy transform (Eq.(3.7)).
In the next section, we show that the resulting spectrum of midgap states satisfies
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GHF

(E,)= GHc, (E,(A)),

which leads to
Em (A)

I~7poA 2A<A"(.2

where At denotes the solution of ,(AM) = A(At). The plots for e,(A) for different
initial values EA are shown in Fig. 3.3D. As seen there, the continuous spectrum of
surface states never opens up a spectral gap.

.

As a conclusion, we note that the theory is universal, in that the details of the
underlying model, such as the dimension of the lattice, the periodT, or the DOS of
the clean system, only enter through po and A 0

3.3

Calculation of spectrum using free probability
theory

Suppose we are interested in the density of states (eigenvalue distribution) of the
sum
A = A1 + A,

(3.13)

where the densities of A 1 and A 2 are known. If matrices are freely independent (see
[1] for exact definition), FPT provides the distribution p() of matrix A from the
densities p1(E) and P2(E) of matrices A 1 and A 2. The input to the theory is the
Cauchy transofrm of the densities of the summands. The Cauchy transform of pa(E)
is defined by
G,(z)

fd

=

27ri __0

"
-

(3.14)

.E
E

It is good practice to introduce a new variable, w, to denote the Cauchy transform
w - G(z).
Analogous to log-characteristics in conventional probability theory, the key additive quantify in FPT is the R-transforms:
R = R1 + R 2 ,

1
G- (w) - -,

R(w)

a =1,2

(3.15)

where z = G;'(w) is the functional inverse.
Technically, computation of the density of states of matrix A can be performed in
four steps:
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1. Input to the theory are the Cauchy transforms of the summands denoted by
Gi(z) and G2 (z), which one obtains using Eq.(3.14),

2. Computation of the functional inverse for Greens functions G-- 1 (w) and G(w);
3. One then finds the inverse Cauchy transform for sum of matrices w = G- 1 (w)
using formula Eq.(3.15) ;
4. Then one obtains the Cauchy transform of the sum, w = G(z), by inversion.
Lastly the density is computed by

p(s) =

1
-

lim{Im (G(z))},

7r 77+

(3.16)

where 1lim,+ [Im (G(z))] means taking a limit from above to the branch cut of
G(z).
Steps 2 and 4 require computing the functional inverse of corresponding Greens
functions. In the generic case, it would require a numerical computation. However,
in some physically relevant cases, the inversion can be performed analytically, as it is
shown below.
Here we apply this method to the sum of matrices Eq.(3.4) describing the effect
of disorder on the clean system Hamiltonian HF:
Hf =HF+AM

(3.17)

where A is the real parameter that quantifies the strength of disorder.
Let us consider a Floquet Hamiltonian HFdescribing a d-dimensional non-interacting
topological system of linear size L with N = NB+ NS system eigenstates, where
NB ~ L is number of bulk states and Ns - Ld-1 is number of surface states. The
density of states of the clean system is simply the sum of the bulk and surface states
densities
(3-18)

P(E) = PB(E) + PS(E)

We assume that the band gap Ao in the system is negligible compared to the bandwidth F, Ao
F. This allows one to neglect the energy dependence of the DOS
outside the gap in systems with quadratic spectrum, including superconductors. In
this case, the DOS near the gap has the universal and dimension-independent form:

«

PB ())

,A0
V2-A0
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< E|

«F

(3.19)

where po and A 0 depend on the details of the model.
We only consider the surface states which are inside the gap. Let E, represent
the spectrum of surface states (discrete for d = 1 or continuous for d > 2), then the
corresponding surface states contribution to DOS is
ps(W = a

(3.20)

1E| < A0

(E - Ey),

where a = Ns/N ~ 1/L is a small parameter. Both approximated bulk density expression Eq.(3.19) and surface density expression Eq.(3.20) are dimensionindependent and universal across many models.
The disorder contribution is modeled by a Hermitian generic random matrix whose
distribution is the well-known semicircle law
1
PAM()=

2

2 I4A
2 7_rA2

(3.21)

_ E2 .

Comment: The underlying gaussian ensemble may be GOE or GUE.

3.3.1

Density of bulk states

Since a in Eq.(3.20) vanishes in the thermodynamic limit, one may ignore the
influence of surface states on the bulk spectrum to estimate the behavior of the bulk
states. The Cauchy transform is
pB(E)

1-m T

Nni-*o

z - HF-

= lim

____

dE

+0 )

+0

=

)

1___1__°[°

GH,(Z)

00

(3.22)
where, to simplify the expressions, we drop lrpo by rescaling A -+ 7rpoA, z

+

irpoz,

and A 0 -+ rpoAo.

The Cauchy transform of random matrix spectral density is
=) W(z -

G\ (z) = li('0 de

-

412) (3.23)

The R-Transform of the two distributions PB andPAM are, respectively, given by
A 0 w_

RHF(w)= G-F

(W1+
w,
w2

RAA (w)= G-(w) -
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1
-

w

=

A2 w

(3.24)
W

(3.25)
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Figure 3.4: Details of analytical solution. a.-c. Sign of discriminant Do(z, o, A)
Eq.(3.30) and polynomials P(z, Ao, A) and D(z, Ao, A) Eq.(3.31) as function of z/Ao
taken at real z, and parameter A/VA . Region of positive parameter are red, regions
with negative parameters are blue. The region where roots are purely real (region of
spectral gap) coincides with the region of positive discriminant Do > 0. e.-f. Real and
imaginary part of the solution for real z. Red lines represent the physically relevant
solution of Eq.(3.28). Black dashed lines represent other possible solutions. Black
dotted lines show edges of the gap g. Midgap state solution. Red line denotes the
physical solution for midgap state. Black dashed line represent the midgap solution
due to non-physical solution for GH-
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We now use the key additivity property of the R-transform, to obtain
Aow

RH (w) = RHF(W)+RAM(w)=A2 W+

2

V1 +w

-

1

(3.26)

I

W

With the R-transform of the sum in hand, we need to reverse obtain the actual density
of the sum under the freeness assumption. The inverse Cauchy transform of the sum
is z - G- «(w)
HFf

G- w) R1 A2+ A0
~+

WA2+
k

(W)
(W)Reff
F~
f

A2
±2

(3.27)

This equation needs to be inverted, and the inversion leads to solving the following
polynomial equation
aw 4 +bw

3

+ cw 2 + dw + e = 0,

(3.28)

where the coefficients are defined as
2

+z 2 -,

c =A

d = -2zA

2

e -z

,

b = -2zA

,

a = A4,

2

(3.29)

Let us consider only real values of z. The discriminant of the polynomial is of the
form
Do (EAo,A) = 256a 3 e3

-

192a2bde 2

-

128a 2c 2e 2

+ 144a2 cd2 e - 27a2 d4 + 144ab2 ce2 - 6ab2 d2 e - 80abc2 de + 18abcd3
+ 16ac 4e - 4acd 2 - 27be 2 +18b 3cde- Abad 3 - 4b 2 ce+ b2 c2 d2
= 1'Az 42
-16A

+3 4 -A2) Z4 ('A4 46A A2
(Z+ 3 (A

- A2)3 4 +7AAA8
0) Z2 +94+3(A
)3(A

4

0
(3.30)

Two other quantities characterizing the quartic equation are

D(E, A0 , A)

=8ac

- 3b2

=

_4

4

(2A + Z2 - 2A 4

)

P(E, A 0, A)

64a 3 e - 16a2 bd - 16a2 c2 + 16ab2 c- 3b4
=

-16A

(A2

4

) (A2 -

4

+2Z2)

(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)

To find the spectral gap, ones seeks the of parameters for which there is no support
for DOS p(E). Recall that
p(E) = ,rlim{Im(GHff (z))};
+
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(3.34)

therefore we seek four real solutions to the quartic equation. This corresponds to
having P < 0, and D < 0.
As can be seen from the analysis of the signs of Do, P, and D, the solution of
Eq.((3.28)) has zero imaginary part only in the region where Do > 0 (see Fig. 3.4).
Therefore, the gap will be defined by the soultion of Do(e, Ao, A) = 0 (excluding
solution z = 0). In the explicit form it is equal to:

+

(A4

- A2) Z4 +3 (A4 + 7AA4 + A8) z2 +

A4

- A2 3 = 0.

(3.35)

Two real solutions of this equation z = ±zo define the edges of spectral gap A(A) = zo.
It can be written in a compact form (here we restore the 7rpo factor we dropped starting
at Eq.(3.22))
A(A)= (A2/3

(3.36)

(7rpo2)2/3 3/2.

-

As expected, at zero disorder A(O) = Ao and decreases with disorder strength. At
the critical strength Ac = - o/7rpo, the gap closes and the system transitions into
the metallic phase. Using Taylor expansion, we obtain the behavior of the gap in the
vicinity of the critical point:
A(A) =

3)/5o

A3/2

-Ao

+ O(jA - Ac15/2)

A < Ac

(3.37)

From this one immediately reads off the critical exponents for such type of transition
vz = 3/2

(3.38)

Since we neither specify exactly the Hamiltonian of the system nor its dimensionality,
the condition Eq. (3.38) is rather widely applicable to a variety of systems.
The expression in Eq. (3.28) is quartic and can be analytically solved. Nevertheless, obtaining the imaginary part of the solution, and consequently, DOS yields
unwieldy expressions. Therefore, we obtain the solutions of Eq.(3.28) numerically
using NumPy Python package. The results are presented in Fig.3.3C.

3.3.2

Density of Surface States

The surface states give a contribution to the total DOS suppressed by a factor of
L- 1 . This enables one to calculate the corresponding DOS using perturbation theory.
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The Cauchy transform for the Floquet Hamiltonian HF, including the surface states,
reads as

5HF(z)

=

27
GHF (Z)+a

Ns n-+o

(3 '339)

z - E - in

We use the power expansion ansatz for the inverse of the Cauchy transform to be
5-1(w) = G` (w) +aA(w) + O(a2)

(3.40)

where A(w) is a surface correction which can be obtained from the consistency condition
(3.41)

5HF
Inserting Eq.(3.39) and Eq. (3.40) into Eq.(3.41), one derives

A~w) =
A(w)

1 27r

N Ns

(EG

G`I

~~ I1
(w) - E

A(-

B9 GH(z)1

GHF

Z

az

i'

_w)

__ =W1 (1+W2)3/2
A0

zGF

(3.42)
Using Eq.(3.27) we calculate the Cauchy transform of the effective Hamiltonian to
get
(w)= G%, (w) + aA(w) + O(a2).

G-

(3.43)

H

-- I.(W

Taking the functional inverse we use a power series expansion once more to get

5H(Z)=

GH(z) + aB(z) + O(a2 ),

(3.44)

where

B(z)=

&Gf,(w)
+A(GH;ff(z)),

X2

_

F

2

WGeff(Z)

A0

(1+w2

3 2

(3.45)

/

F

B(z)=

2

NS

NS

1

GF(GH (Z)) -

Ns
Ep

-

'0+

1 +A

2A 0 1

(1 +

GHff

(Z) 2 ) 3 / 2

(3.46)
For real z, if the condition |z| < A(A) is satisfied, the prefactor g is real, and the
midgap states' energies < are defined by the new poles:
EA=G7

(GHeff' )).
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(3.47)

This condition leads to the following solution

' =E
\ PAF

1

-

C2

(3.48)

,FPA A < Acl

This expression describes continuous deformation of the surface states spectrum without opening the gap.

Examples

3.4

To support the general analytical framework above, we now apply it to specific
example to demonstrate the signatures of disorder-induced phase transition in finite
size Floquet systems. We consider two non-interacting Floquet topological models:
Kitaev chain [4] and Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang model [5]. In both cases, we study a
time-periodic Hamiltonian in the form

H(t) = Ho +VO(t),

0(t)=

{1,
-1,

nT<t<riT+T/21
nr + T/2 < t < (n + 1)-r,

(3.49)

where HO describes disordered insulator with trivial band topology, V is a local driving field, and T is driving period. We perform our analysis by studying Floquet
Hamiltonian, which is a functional of HO and V
HF= HF{ Ho,V} =

log(ei(HV)r/2 i(Ho+V)/2

(3.50)

We study the behavior of the gap in quasi-energy spectrum of HFand its topological
invariants as a function of static disorder. Also, to justify our approximations, we
study the structure of disorder corrections to the Floquet Hamiltonian.

3.4.1

Kitaev chain

Kitaev chain is an example ofID topological superconductor [4]. In terms of
electron operators in Fock space, the Kitaev chain Hamiltonian and corresponding
driving field can be written as

Ho = (Jcici+1 + h.c.) + (p + hi)cci -- (Dcici+ 1 + h.c.),
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V = fcici

(3.51)

where ci is an electron creation operator at site , J > 0 is hopping constant, D > 0
is the superconducting gap, p > 0 is chemical potential, and hi E [-W, W] is on-site
random disorder. For numerical study, it is convenient to consider the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes (BdG) form of the Hamiltonian HO and driving field V defined such that
HO = CtHOC,
where

V =

OtVO,

(3.52)

={c 1 ... cL,C. .. c}, and L is size of the system.

As a result, the exact form of BdG Hamiltonian can be written as 2L x 2L matrices
Ho=

((Juz+iDoy)|i)(i+1|+h.c)+(pL+hi)uzli)(il,

V

SfozIi)(il

(3.53)

where o are 2 x 2 Pauli matrices. This expression can be compared to Eqs.(3.4)-(3.5).
For a particular choice of parameters corresponding to trivial static phase (we use
J = D = 1, p = 4.5, and f = 1.5), the drive system exhibits several transitions at
finite driving frequency with 0-quasienergy or/and r-quasienergy Majorana states.
We focus on stability of 0-quasienergy Majorana state at driving period T = 1.1
characterized by quasienergy gap Ao I 0.12T- « Q and density of states po
0.32T. The density of states of resulting Floquet Hamiltonian HFEq.(3.50) for the
system size L = 102 is shown in Fig. 3.3A (on the right).
The topological invariance for Floquet Hamiltonian can be computed similar to
the equilibrium Majorana fermion [6] by:

Q = QoQx = sign (Pf(iH

)),

HP = UmHFUmi

(3.54)

where Qo, Q, is topological charges for zero-quasienergy and7rMajorana states correspondingly, HF is Floquet Hamiltonian for the time dependent Hamiltonian with
periodic boundary conditions, Um is a unitary transformation to the basis of Majorana fermions converting HF into skew-symmetric matrix HP, Ic = E li)(i| is the
identity operator in coordinate basis, and Pf(-) is a Pfaffian.
We suppose that disorder does not destroyr-quasienergy Majorana fermion which
has much larger gap. Then, disorder induced transition for0-quasienergy Majorana
state can be characterized by the parameter
N = -(Q)dis
If gapped topological phase

Q=

(3.55)

-1, thus N = 1. In disordered gapless trivial phase
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the charge

Q

= ±1 with equal probability depending on disorder realization, i.e.

N = (Q)dis = 0. The transition for the parameters chosen above is shown on Fig

3.2c.
Let us estimate the radius of convergence of the series for Floquet Hamiltonian in
the case A = J. For this, we use the criterion of convergence of Magnus expansion

IH(t)dt

< r [7]. Let us first focus on the system without disorder. The spectrum
of the Kitaev chain is
=

i

(+Jcosk)

2

+J2sin 2 k

(3.56)

where k C [-7r, 7r] is the wavenumber, i = 1 correspond to the instantaneous Hamiltonian during the first half of the step driving nr < t < (n+})r, and i = 2 is for the
second part (n + )r < t < (n + 1)r, and n is an integer.
Then we can derive that for any sign of pi the following holds

j H(t)||dt =

max lE'l + maxl|)=(J+h),

p=

(i|+|2).

(3.57)

Therefore the convergence of Magnus expansion is guaranteed for r < -r, where
rc = ir/(J + j). Adding disorder typically increases the bandwidth of the system.
This result in a radius of convergence that is upper-bounded by that of the clean
system. For the system shown in Fig. 3.3A, J = A = 1.0, f = 1.5, p1 = p -

and p2 = p +

3.4.2

f

f

= 3.0

= 6.0, which gives the radius of convergence rc ~ 0.57.

Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang model

The Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model is paradigmatic example of 2D topological insulator [5]. In this work we consider a discretized version of BHZ model on
a square lattice of size L. x LY written as

Ho= z[(F|x, y)(x + y|
1,
+ Fyx, y)(x, y + 11 + h.c.)+Myx,y)(xy,
(3.58)
V(t) = Zfo-Ix,y)(x,y|
where x and y are integers corresponding to the coordinates of the site on the square
lattice. We choose F2, F and Mxy to be 2 x 2 matrices
A
FX = -Z-2X + Bo-z,

A
FY = -i-O-y + Buz,
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Mxy = hx,y + (p- 4B)uz

(3.59)

where he,, e [-W, W] is on-site scalar disorder.
In the long wavelength limit the discrete Hamiltonian Eq.(3.58) reduces to the
conventional form of BHZ Hamiltonian:
Ho

=

A

o-x + Afryy+(pi- B(

+¶p2a)),z+h(x,y),

V

= foz

(3.60)

where 2= -ia2 and,= -i
are continuous momentum operators, and h(x, y) is
static disorder in continuous limit.
Similar to the Kitaev chain, at certain parameters describing non-topological case
(we use A = 0.25,B = -0.25, P = 1) and resonant driving (we use f = 1 and Q =
27r/T = 0.4), the driven system exhibits a topological phase around 7r quasienergy.
DOS of the resulting Floquet Hamiltonian HFfor system size Lx = 20 (periodic b.c.),
LY = 20 (open b.c.) is shown in Fig. 3.2B (the color plot). The transition for the
parameters chosen above is shown on Fig. 3.2D.
To define the topological invariant, we use Bott index (BI) as topological invariant
in the system. BI is used in number of previous works [8, 9] and is known to be
equivalent to Chern number in presence of translational symmetry [10, 11]. Let us
consider a two-band insulator. To define BI, first let us define a pair of unitary
operators U1 and U2 represented by LxLY x LxLY matrices such that:

PEe2,iX

E =W

(Wt,
(0

PEe2

E

=W

U1 )

00
0

Wt

(3.61)

U2)

where PE is a projector on the lower band, operators X = Lx-1 E2,xxlx, y)(x, y| and
Y = LY E,y yzx, y)(x, y1. The unitary transformation W is chosen such that

PE = W

BI is defined as

0

Wt

(3.62)

(0 I)

1
B =--ImTr loU12U2
27r

(3.63)

The values of B for each disorder realizations are integer even for finite system size.
At the same time, disorder-averaged values for finite system can be an arbitrary real
number.
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3.5

Conclusions

To summarize, we demonstrated that the disorder effects on finite-frequency Floquet phases can be well approximated by generic random matrices (Eq. (3.4)). Using
this and free probability theory, we analytically show that the topological phases in
this regime are generically stable against disorder for a range of strength. The breakdown into the trivial phase typically happens at a critical disorder strength that is
potentially many times larger than the spectral gap. The proposed theory allows us
to compute the critical gap behavior and the corresponding critical exponents. The
analytical prediction of the critical point can serve as a guide in experiments to search
for topological phases in the presence of disorder more systematically and irrespective
of the underlying model.
The utility of free probability theory for approximating spectral properties of
physical systems extends beyond this work. On the one hand, it works in the more
general settings in which perturbative analysis fails (e.g., in the current study, the
regime of strong disorder and/or moderate frequency of driving). On the other hand,
free convolution is an entirely new technique that can be added to the arsenal of the
existing tools. We emphasize that the success of free probability theory does not rely
on the disorder being generic (cf. Refs. [77, 202]).
Future research may include applying our techniques to time crystals [205] and
other disordered systems, especially with many-body interactions - for example, the
treatment of the self-energy in self-consistent Born approximations [206]. We anticipate these methods to provide a new angle of attack on problems of disordered
superconductivity and many-body localization.
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Appendix A: Properties of Renormalized Disorder
The driving-renormalized disorder
Hamiltonian,
6

VF

VF is defined as corrections to the Floquet
(3.64)

= ilogU-- i logUF

where 6V is the original local disorder. A formal expansion can be used to represent
VFby

c

EZVF

(3.65)

rT

;>1

where the terms in the expansion are

6V1 = 6V,

wV =e - [K{ H(t) +6V} - Ke{ H(t)}],

(3.66)

T7-

and K are the Magnus expansion coefficients. First three coefficients are

K3 {A(t)}

K 2 {A(t)}=
t2

dtA(t),
1
I

dt

t

f Td
0

1

Jt

(3.67)

dt 2 [A(t1), A(t 2 )],

dt 3 ([A(t1),[A (t2), A(t3)]]+ [ A(t3), [ A(t2), A(t1)]|

2

.

K1 {A(t}=

(3.68)
At large driving frequency, renormalization is weak and 3 VF is close to the original
disorder V.
To demonstrate this we visualize the statistics of level spacings of the spectrum
of 6 VFdefined by Spec (6VF) ={v}, where vi

<-v2

.

-<

vmax. The consecutive

level spacings are defined by
Sn

= on+1 -

(3.69)

Vn.

We focus on level spacings in E-vicinity of the center of the spectrum, namely V-ES <
sn < V + ES,

whereS

Vmax -

V1.

We compare the distributionof sn to GOE and GUE defined by
GOE:

pi(s)=-- s exp(--s2),

2

4

GUE:

P2(S)= -2

322

4

exp(--s)

x

xF

(3.70)

The level statistics of the renormalized disorder operator 6VF in the vicinity of E = 0.1
to the center is shown on Fig. 3.2A. Notably, the spacing of the disorder corrections
for Kitaev chain is closer to GOE, while BHZ disorder correction is better described
by GUE.
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As expected, the effect of 6VF in spectral properties of the Floquet is similar to
GRM. Hence, it may not lead to Anderson localization in low dimensions.
We, however, do not believe that 6 VFcan always be replaced by GRM. For example, 3 VFmust respect causality and Lieb-Robinson bounds characterized by velocity
VLR~ T. This property cannot be captured by a GRM. Although, we believe that
spectral properties of matrix HF +6VFcan be accurately described if we replace6 VF
by GRM. As can be seen the numerical results give good agreements to the analytical
formulas.
Lastly, we derive equations that quantify the dependence of the effective disorder
strength A on the period T and the disorder strength W. Let us consider the particular
form of driving in Eq. (3.49) and apply Eq. (3.66) to derive the Floquet disorder
correction. To the lowest orders we have
JVVVF=

- [6V,V] +

4

-[6V, [V, Ho]] + 0(min(W 2 T,WT4 ))
24

(3.71)

Assuming that V = Er hrjr)(rl, where hr E [-W, W], the expression for the effective
disorder strength becomes
|
A = Vp(V) =

a()

W

(3.72)

+ O(W 2 ),

v/3

where we used that the disorder is uncorrelated at different lattice sites giving
- orl The parameter a(r) has the form
a() =

where A(V)=

1 + T2

(V7

VT=

Zr((r|Vrr)2- (r1r)).If

V-

1[V,
Ho] +O(T2)
6

Er,r, hrhr'=

(3.73)

in addition the applied periodic filed is

local, A(V) = 0, the finite frequency have forth order corrections in period, a(T)=
1 + O(T 4 ). More general result can be obtained for arbitrary periodT using the
expansion over small disorder strength,
1_

e-i(H1+6V)-/2 __-iH17/2
6

ei(H2+6 V)/
e-(2 V

2

2

-

(i-

-16V

+O(6V 21

e(iH7/24

2

iF 2 6V)e

iH27-/2 +0(jV 2 )

(.4

where we define the superoperator
F=

G,

H

GH,

k
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GHB = i[H, B].

2~~H,]

(3.75)

Then, the Floquet operator for disordered system can be expressed as a perturbed
operator for the clean system,
=FUF

6V+F5 V) eiH2r/ 2 + 0(6V2)

'IT -iHlir/2 (-l e-/ 2V

(3.76)

The expression for Floquet disorder corrections can be derived from Eq.(3.64) using
Taylor expansion we the derivative of the matrix logarithm
dlog A
dt

dzlog(z)1

1

dA
z- A dt z-A

2ri]

(3.77)

As a result, the expression for Floquet disordered correction in the limit of weak
disorder reads
6

(3.78)

VF = FyV + WoV2

where
FoV =

4Iri

dz log(z)

±

e-

2 )SVeiH2r/2

Z - UF

Z

UF

(3.79)

This gives us the dependence of a onT:
a(T)=

3W((Fjr)(r)2)

(3.80)

Eq. (3.72) is valid for static disorder strengths that are smaller than any other relevant
energy in static Hamiltonian such as next-neighbour hopping parameter.
If the driving frequency is finite, the series (3.49) can be divergent and6VFmay
be essentially different from 6V. In particular, in many problems 6V is simply a
diagonal random matrix. However, low-energy 6 VF can have properties of generic
random matrix (GRM) as argued in this work (see for example Fig. 3.2) and further
elaborated on below.
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Summary and Outlook
Here we summarize our findings and outline open questions for future research.
In the first chapter, we study ballistic surface states in graphene. We find that
that the non-topological Dirac bandstructure facilitates the appearance of ballistic
surface modes insensitive to disorder. We would suggest a few directions for future
work. First, in addition to studies of non-topological bandstructure, one can study
the role of topological terms included in the system's Hamiltonian. In the case of
monolayer graphene, one needs to modify the Hamiltonian as H -+ H+po-3S3,where
S3 is z-projection of electron spin. Then, the critical topological term strength A > A
induces a phase transition between trivial insulator and topological spin Hall phases.
As a result, the Dirac edge states continuously transform into protected topological
edge states. The general mechanism of this continuous deformation is an interesting
subject for future research, especially for materials beyond the Dirac spectrum.
Another direction for future work is studying the dynamics of surface states itself.
The Dirac states are valley-polarized and decoupled from the same-momentum states
in the bulk of the material. These properties would make the edge-confined electrons
the carriers of certain quantum state similar to photons in a waveguide carrying
information encoded in polarization. While it has already been proven in this work
that the mean free path of the surface states is large, the preservation of polarization
and its robustness to dephasing remains an open question.
Also, in 3D Dirac materials, the Dirac surface states are also described by a 2D
Dirac equation. However, in contrast to graphene, one of the spectral bands or its
part can be decoupled from the 2D surface. This creates an interesting system where
charge conjugate symmetry is broken in a peculiar way, a case that needs more study.
Finally, monolayer graphene is a unique material that can exhibit tunable strong
interactions between electrons, lying beyond the formalism of Fermi liquid. One can
study the fate of Dirac surface states in this limit.
The Chapter 2 explores a new dynamical regime of intermediate-scale propagation of free quantum gas in the presence of classical noise. Despite'its simplicity and
129

universality, this model is inconsistent with low-temperature environment models.
Therefore one can study the phenomenon of quasi-viscosity for master equations satisfying the detailed balance for a given temperature. For example, one can consider
interactions with phonons in thermal equilibrium. A separate interesting question is
how the magnetic field affects quasi-viscosity. In the latter case, one can use magnetic
field to distinguish the quasi-viscosity from the effects of interaction.
In Chapter 3, we analyze the strongly disordered periodically driven systems using
free approximation for the disorder term. This method allows us to find the density of
states for the non-interacting problem, and therefore calculate the dependence of the
spectral gap. The natural generalization for this result is applications to interacting
systems. Additionally, free approximation has potential in solving transport problems
such as finding conductivity in the presence of strong periodic drive. For this, one can
use a diagrammatic formulation of the free approximation which can sufficiently simplify the computations for the infinite series of Feynman diagrams similar to random
phase approximation.
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